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exeCuTIve summaRy

Successful domestic counterterrorism policy is vital to keep the homeland safe. In this effort, policymakers must 
resist the oft-exhibited tendency to overreact to the threats we face. This overreaction, time and again,1 takes a 
similar form: In the face of a perceived existential threat, we expand the scope of the government’s powers while 
simultaneously diminishing oversight of and accountability for the use of those powers. We fail to ensure that 
these powers will be employed in a manner consistent with our fundamental values. Civil liberties—such as pri-
vacy and freedom of expression, association, and religion—are often curtailed.  In the wake of 9/11, government 
action exhibited this tendency across a wide range of counterterrorism policies.

To his credit, President Obama acknowledged this overreaction in several areas, implementing much-needed 
modifications to inherited policies, which improved procedural protections, guarded against civil liberties vio-
lations, and increased transparency. But in many respects, the Obama Administration’s counterterror efforts 
resemble those of the Bush Administration’s second term. This is especially true in the context of countering 
domestic terrorism threats.  

One key example: The Obama Administration’s choice to rely upon rules drafted by its predecessor to increase 
the FBI’s authority for domestic investigations, including probes into terrorist threats. We believe these rules, 
known as the Attorney General’s Guidelines for Domestic FBI Operations (“Attorney General’s Guidelines” 
or “Guidelines”), tip the scales too far in favor of relatively unchecked government power, allowing the FBI to 
sweep too much information about too many innocent people into the government’s view. In so doing, they pose 
significant threats to Americans’ civil liberties and risk undermining the very counterterrorism efforts they are 
meant to further. 

And while some may doubt the severity of these threats, nobody can argue that such broad powers in the hands 
of government officials should not be monitored regularly to ensure that they are not being abused.

The Guidelines, implemented by Attorney General Michael Mukasey in December 2008, are considerably 
more permissive than earlier versions implemented by previous Attorneys General. This permissiveness raises 
two concerns. First, the Guidelines expand the FBI’s discretion to investigate individuals and groups while 
simultaneously limiting oversight requirements and thereby risk opening the door to invasions of privacy and 
the use of profiling on the basis of race, ethnicity, religion, national origin, or political ideology. In so doing 
they also risk chilling constitutionally protected activities. Second, the Guidelines could render the FBI’s 
counterterrorism efforts less effective. Some perceive investigations under these Guidelines to impact dispro-
portionately the freedom of expression and association of law-abiding members of certain groups. This percep-
tion risks undermining any otherwise beneficial aspects of the Guidelines by alienating the very communities 
whose cooperation is most essential.  Moreover, the sheer volume of information collected raises the concern 
that it will elude meaningful analysis. 
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The Mukasey Guidelines significantly loosen the restrictions on the FBI’s investigative powers that had been in 
place for decades—restrictions that remained even in the Guidelines implemented by Attorney General John 
Ashcroft in the wake of 9/11—in the following ways:  

1.   They authorize “non-predicated” investigations—substantive investigative activity in cir-
cumstances in which there is no “information or . . . allegation indicating” wrongdoing or 
a threat to national security.2 

2.   They permit intrusive investigative techniques—such as using informants, conducting in-
terviews under false pretenses, and engaging in unlimited physical surveillance—during 
non-predicated investigations.

3.   They encourage the government to collect, retain, and disseminate vast amounts of infor-
mation about law-abiding individuals.

4.   They weaken procedural safeguards—eliminating or reducing many of the requirements 
for supervisory approval of particular investigative techniques and temporal limits on in-
vestigative activity—that have been integral to the Guidelines’ regime since it was first 
implemented in 1976.

These changes are not merely cosmetic. They grant the FBI license to employ intrusive techniques to investigate 
Americans when there is no indication that any wrongdoing has taken place. This means that FBI agents can col-
lect and retain vast amounts of information, much of it about the innocent activities of law-abiding Americans.  
And it can then retain that information indefinitely and share it with other government agencies.  It is thus crucial 
to ensure that sufficient limits, as well as meaningful internal and external checks, are imposed on this power. 

We cannot know how much of this information-collection occurs, or how frequently it leads to the identifi-
cation and neutralization of threats. But what we do know is that the Guidelines grant government officials 
significant discretion in making investigative decisions. In the absence of meaningful limitations on the 
FBI’s authority, agents or informants may attend religious services or political gatherings to ascertain what 
is being preached and who is attending. They may focus their attention on particular religious or ethnic 
communities. They may gather and store in their databases information about where individuals pray, what 
they read, and who they associate with. All with no reason to suspect criminal activity or a threat to national 
security.  And then they may keep that information in their databases, regardless of whether it indicated any 
wrongdoing.

We also know that without sufficient limits and oversight, well-meaning efforts to keep the homeland 
safe—efforts which rely heavily on the collection and analysis of significant amounts of information about 
Americans—can adversely impact civil liberties. Indeed, history teaches that insufficiently checked domestic 
investigative powers frequently have been abused and that the burdens of this abuse most often fall upon 
disfavored communities and those with unpopular political views. Investigations triggered by race, ethnic-
ity, religious belief, or political ideology may seem calibrated to address the threat we face, but instead they 
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routinely target innocent people and groups. Beyond the harm done to individuals, such investigations 
invade privacy, chill religious belief, radicalize communities and, ultimately, build resistance to cooperation 
with law enforcement.  

Given the risks posed by placing such power in officials’ hands, it is particularly important to ensure that the 
FBI’s domestic authorities are designed and implemented in ways to ensure both that they minimize these adverse 
effects and that the cost of any drawbacks that do persist is outweighed by what is gained. In other words, un-
less the Guidelines effectively enable law enforcement to counter the terrorist threat, the risks they pose to civil 
liberties are too high. It is therefore also critical to know how the Guidelines are being administered and whether 
they are effective.  

In designing Guidelines that allow the FBI to combat the threat of terrorism while protecting our values, it is im-
portant to note one additional fact:  the United States is not at war with Islam. Indeed, to the contrary. Presidents 
Obama and George W. Bush both took great pains to disavow any implication that the U.S. struggle was against 
Islam as such.3 Policymakers past and present,4 scholars,5 national security experts,6 and terrorists7 themselves all 
recognize that any appearance that the U.S. views Islam as the enemy actually provides Al Qaeda and its allies 
propaganda that aids recruitment and creates additional risk for our armed forces.8 While a tiny minority of 
Muslims adopt a perverse version of their faith that encourages violence, the vast majority of American Muslims 
are law-abiding, patriotic, productive members of society. Any investigative scheme that singles out groups or 
individuals for government scrutiny based on the assumption that all Muslims in the U.S. are potential terrorists 
fosters an environment of suspicion and distrust and is likely counterproductive as well.

Again, we do not know exactly how these powers are being used or whether they are being abused. Nor do we 
know what measures, if any, the Justice Department has taken to protect against such abuse. What we do know is 
this: the Guidelines, on their face, raise new and troubling concerns about possible violations of civil liberties on a 
wide scale.  Ensuring that such abuses do not, in fact, take place requires two types of remedies. First, some of the 
powers extended to the FBI should be curtailed. In addition to any substantive changes, however, we must ensure 
that there are meaningful checks on the FBI’s remaining powers—internal checks, such as supervisory approval 
requirements and regular reviews, as well as external checks, from both Congress and the public.  

The current Guidelines can be modified relatively easily. A few changes will limit agents’ discretion and increase 
oversight and accountability mechanisms. This report recommends two types of changes to the existing guide-
lines. First, procedural mechanisms should be put in place to ensure sufficient oversight of how the Guidelines 
are used, and whether they are effective. Such mechanisms must exist both within the Justice Department and 
outside it. For example, Congress should undertake regular reviews of the Guidelines, the ways in which they are 
being implemented, and their level of effectiveness. Second, some of the most dramatic expansions of FBI power 
should be scaled back, both to ensure that intrusive investigative methods are used only when there are facts in-
dicating a need for further investigation and to guard against improper consideration of race, religion, ethnicity, 
national origin, or political ideology in investigative decisions.  
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InTRoduCTIon

Each of the following examples of law enforcement investigative activity shares two characteristics. First, each 
provides an example of problems posed when law enforcement agents conduct their operations in the absence of 
clear—sufficiently regulated and enforced—limits on investigative activity. Second, none yielded any evidence of 
terrorist activity or threats to America’s security.  Consider the following: 

	 •			From	2003	to	2007,	in	violation	of	law	and	FBI	policy,	the	FBI	misused	so-called	“exigent	letters”—
informal requests for information that may be used in lieu of formal subpoenas in limited, emergency 
situations—and other forms of informal information requests to obtain thousands of phone records 
that were not connected with terrorism emergencies.9 According to the Justice Department’s Inspector 
General, the unlawful practices, which included the acquisition of the phone records of reporters,10 
were widespread, systemic, and the result of significant management failures.11 The result was what the 
Inspector General called an “egregious breakdown” of the FBI’s responsibility to comply with privacy 
laws and internal policies.12   

	 •			In	2009,	the	North	Central	Texas	Fusion	System,13 a joint enterprise by FBI and local law enforce-
ment, made public a “Prevention Awareness Bulletin.” The Bulletin informed recipients that it was 
“imperative for law enforcement offices to report” the activities of lobbying groups, Muslim civil 
rights organizations, and anti-war groups in their areas.14   

	 •			In	2007,	in	Orange	County,	California,	the	Council	on	American-Islamic	Relations	reported	a	sus-
pected terrorist to the FBI. The “suspect” had been barred from a mosque for promoting terrorist 
plots and attempting to recruit others. It later emerged that the agitator was an FBI informant paid to 
infiltrate area mosques—despite the fact that the FBI had assured Muslim community leaders that it 
was not monitoring their places of worship.15   

	 •			Documents	 disclosed	 through	Freedom	of	 Information	Act	 (FOIA)	 requests	 and	 confirmed	by	 an	
Inspector General report indicate that the members and activities of several religious and political orga-
nizations—including Greenpeace, the Global Network Against Weapons and Nuclear Power in Space, 
and the Catholic Workers’ Union—have been subjects of FBI surveillance.16 These same documents 
show that the FBI has collected information regarding the Thomas Merton Center, an organization 
committed to “nonviolent struggle to bring about a more peaceful world,” and its anti-war protests.17 

	 •			From	2001	to	2006,	in	the	course	of	investigations	into	anti-war	groups,	environmental	activists,	and	
animal-rights activists, the FBI conducted investigations with insufficient factual predicate, failed to 
document properly the basis for investigations, improperly extended the duration of investigations, 
and considered as “domestic terrorism cases” investigations into potential crimes—such as trespassing 
and vandalism—that are not commonly considered terrorism, raising “questions about whether the 
FBI has expanded the definition of domestic terrorism to people who engage in mainstream political 
activity, including nonviolent protest and civil disobedience.”18   
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The concerns raised by these examples—risk of government over-
reaching to acquire information that may or may not be useful—
are always present, but they are particularly stark when investi-
gations lack concrete focus. When government officials operate 
with increased discretion, individual liberties, particularly privacy 
rights and First Amendment rights to speak and to gather, often 
suffer. At the same time, the risk increases that law enforcement 
agents will rely on inappropriate criteria—race, religion, national 

origin, ethnicity or political leanings—as the basis for investigation.  In short, the greater the official discretion, 
the greater the potential for abuse.  

American law enforcement agencies have three primary roles:  1) solving crimes committed in the past, 2) pre-
venting crimes that are imminent, and 3) collecting intelligence to stop future crimes. The further law enforce-
ment moves toward the intelligence-collection end of the spectrum, the more expansive, and the less dependent 
on concrete indicia of crime or threat the investigation is likely to be. Overreach on the part of law enforcement 
is therefore of particular concern when it involves intelligence-gathering.

Historically, the FBI has vacillated between a crime-solving and intelligence-gathering focus. Originally cre-
ated to investigate specific federal crimes, the Bureau expanded into the notorious Hoover-era domestic intel-
ligence agency, famous for excess and overreach. Revelations of Hoover-era abuses prompted the Bureau to 
refocus for a time on crime-solving, and a season of robust oversight and operational limitations on intelligence 
gathering followed. These limits were set forth in an internal set of rules, known since their creation, as the 
“Attorney General’s Guidelines.”  

The first set of Guidelines, issued in 1976, was designed to authorize FBI domestic intelligence investigations and 
also to answer concerns about excessive intrusiveness on the part of the agency and its agents. The Guidelines 
sought to tether the FBI’s intelligence-gathering activities to crime detection and prevention. They demanded a 
higher level of evidence of possible criminal activity (past or future) in order to justify the use of more intrusive 
investigative techniques. Initially, the Guidelines cabined the FBI’s activities successfully. But the restrictions 
began to erode over time, and the agency again expanded its intelligence-collection activities.

The expansion was slow for many years but accelerated rapidly in the wake of the 9/11 attacks. And the Guide-
lines that Attorney General Ashcroft issued in 2002 dramatically loosened previous restrictions.  

After the Ashcroft revisions went into effect, several independent and congressional commissions concluded 
that insufficient coordination between foreign intelligence-collection efforts and domestic law-enforcement ef-
forts contributed to the government’s failure to detect—and prevent—the 9/11 plot. Attorney General Michael 
Mukasey responded by issuing further-revised Guidelines in December 2008. Like the changes implemented by 
Attorney General Ashcroft in the wake of 9/11, the Mukasey Guidelines stress the FBI’s mission of preventing 

When government officials operate

with increased discretion, individual 

liberties, particularly privacy rights 

and first amendment rights to speak 

and to gather, often suffer.
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terrorist attacks. At the same time, they further liberalize the limits and oversight regime designed to check abuses 
of investigative power by extending time limits and eliminating supervisory approval requirements.  

The current Guidelines’ focus on terror prevention—rather than terror response—is commendable. Investigating 
imminent criminal activity or threats to the homeland is of obvious value. However, intelligence investigations 
pose unique risks. History teaches that as the government’s discretionary intelligence-collection powers grow, so, 
too, do instances of profiling based on race, religion, national origin, or unpopular viewpoint.  

These risks are perhaps more salient today than ever before. Gone are the file cabinets J. Edgar Hoover stuffed 
with information on political enemies. They have been replaced by massive (and growing) electronic databases of 
information about Americans who may pose no security threat. It is therefore critical that the FBI implements its 
domestic investigative activities in ways that avoid unnecessarily compromising the civil liberties of law-abiding 
Americans or the effectiveness of the FBI’s terrorism prevention efforts. The current Guidelines fail to prescribe 
rules designed to prevent the excesses—and their consequences—that can flow from the expansive authority 
they confer.  The predictable result will be to chill the free exercise of religion, association, and expression of the 
population as a whole and to alienate the very communities whose cooperation is most vital to successful national 
security efforts.19

This report proceeds as follows. Part I will briefly describe the FBI’s history, why the Attorney General’s Guide-
lines initially were created, how they have evolved over the years, and what the changes were wrought by the 
current Guidelines. Part II will then explore some of the negative effects likely to flow from those changes. It will 
then briefly conclude with some specific recommendations for adjustments to the Guidelines.
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baCkGRound on THe aTToRney GeneRal’s GuIdelInes

A.   The Role of the FBI 

The most familiar type of FBI investigation is one aimed at traditional law enforcement, known today as a “gen-
eral crimes investigation.” These usually begin after and in response to the commission of a particular criminal act. 
They are meant to determine “who committed that act and…secur[e] evidence to establish the elements of the 
particular offense.”20 The object of the investigation is clearly defined. Its scope is limited. Its focus extends only to 
evidence relevant to elements of the particular crime. And the investigation ends when the crime is solved.  

A second type of investigation is one that collects intelligence in order to deter the commission of future criminal 
acts. Intelligence investigations may consist of domestic investigations into criminal enterprises, such as organized 
crime syndicates or terrorist organizations, known as “criminal intelligence investigations.” Or they may aim to 
collect foreign intelligence, which is defined as “information relating to the capabilities, intentions, or activities 
of foreign governments or elements thereof, foreign organizations or foreign persons, or international terrorists.”21 
Criminal intelligence investigations are open-ended by nature and last longer than general crimes investigations. 
“[T]here may be no completed offense to provide a framework for the investigation. …[T]he investigation is 
broader and less discriminate,”22 collecting information on the “size and composition of the group involved, its 
geographic dimensions, its past acts and intended criminal goals, and its capacity for harm.”23 Foreign intelligence 
investigations share many of these characteristics as well.

As the Justice Department recognizes, the open-ended nature of intelligence investigations coupled with their at-
tenuated connection to specific crimes poses particular risks. In the absence of clearly defined limits on an investi-
gation and its scope, purpose, or duration, it is likely that agents will collect much information about law-abiding 
Americans. And an investigation of organizational activity “may present special problems particularly where it 
deals with politically motivated acts. … [S]pecial care must be exercised in sorting out protected activities from 
those which may lead to violence or serious disruption of society.”24 Thus, while the FBI has conducted investiga-
tions for both law enforcement and intelligence purposes throughout its history, it is the intelligence-collection 
activities that occasion the most frequent calls for reform. 

Debate over the proper role of the FBI—whether it is primarily a crime-solving entity, a domestic-intelligence 
agency, or some mixture of the two—has not yet yielded a definitive answer. Indeed, the FBI’s statutory mandate 
remains remarkably vague. There is no legislative charter defining the FBI’s purpose or setting out the scope of 
its authority.25 Congress’s hands-off approach to the Bureau’s role leaves the Department of Justice (“DOJ”), the 
Attorney General, the Director of National Intelligence, and the FBI Director with enormous discretion to deter-
mine the Bureau’s goals and how it will pursue them.  

Some of the methods the FBI employs, such as seizing items from inside a suspect’s home and monitoring 
electronic communications, are subject to constitutional and statutory constraints.26 But the FBI has a host of 

I.
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investigative tools at its disposal that are effectively unregulated. At times the FBI has exploited this regulatory 
void, going so far as to attack anonymously the political beliefs of targets to induce their employers to fire them; 
to mail letters anonymously to spouses of intelligence targets in order to destroy their marriages; or to disseminate 
misinformation in order to disrupt demonstrations and encourage violence.27 
  
As discussed below, the use of many of these tactics led to the promulgation of the first set of Attorney General’s 
Guidelines in 1976. Though some of the most troubling tactics are impermissible under the current Guidelines, 
many tactics authorized by the current Guidelines involve significant intrusion into the private lives of Americans.  
These include permitting FBI agents (or informants acting under FBI instructions) to spy on worship services 
or political gatherings; to question family, friends, neighbors, and coworkers of an investigative target without 
revealing that they are FBI agents; to engage in 24-hour physical surveillance of targets; and to monitor the ad-
dresses to which targets send letters and the phone numbers that they call. Given the significant intrusion these 
and other permissible techniques allow, it is vital to have rules in place to ensure that the uses to which these 
techniques are put are appropriate.
 
B.  The Genesis and Development of the Attorney General’s Guidelines

1. The Pre-Guidelines Era: 1908-1976 

The FBI originated in the early 1900s as a small cadre of investigators—known as the Bureau of Investigation—
that reported directly to the Attorney General and were responsible for investigating the few federal crimes that 
then existed.28 The Bureau’s first foray into domestic intelligence activities came with the United States’ entry into 
World War I in 1917; then the Bureau’s responsibilities expanded to include investigation of possible violations of 
the Espionage, Selective Service, and Sabotage Acts.29 The result: the investigation of thousands of individuals for 
“un-American activities.”30   

In the 1920s, Attorney General Harlan Fiske Stone attempted to return the Bureau to its pre-war role, directing that its 
activities be “limited strictly to investigations of violations of the law.”31 But this limitation was short-lived.  President 
Roosevelt instructed the FBI in the 1930s to collect domestic intelligence about “subversive activities,” especially on fas-
cists and communists,32 as well as about possible crimes. In its effort to carry out these and similar directives from subse-
quent Presidents, Attorneys General, and other government officials through the 1970s, the FBI frequently scrutinized 
law-abiding domestic groups and individuals, and ultimately engaged in systematic abuse of its power and authority.33 

In the mid-1970s, the United States Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to 
Intelligence Activities, commonly known as the Church Committee for its chair Senator Frank Church (D-ID), 
exposed a number of covert—and often illegal—projects conducted by the intelligence community from the Eisen-
hower Administration onward.34 Tellingly, the largest volume of the Committee’s concluding report was the one 
addressing the activities of the FBI.      
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Congress and the public were outraged by the excesses of the U.S. intelligence community, especially programs 
like COINTELPRO (Counterintelligence Program)—a series of covert action programs initially directed against 
members of the Communist Party but ultimately expanded to target a broad range of domestic protest groups, 
including civil rights groups and others commonly known as the “New Left.” “In these programs,” the Church 
Committee found, “the Bureau went beyond the collection of intelligence to secret action designed to ‘disrupt’ 
and ‘neutralize’ target groups and individuals.”35 The groups and individuals were targeted based not on their 
proclivity toward criminal activity, but instead on their political beliefs.36 The purpose was to harass and discredit 
law-abiding—though often anti-war or pro-civil rights—groups and individuals,37 employing the results of wide-
spread surveillance using “wiretaps, bugs, break-ins, and mail opening targeting American citizens” to do so.38 Not 
surprisingly, given this purpose, the FBI often failed to discontinue an investigation even when it had become 
clear that the targeted individual or organization was engaged in neither criminal nor subversive activities.39 

The Church Committee also identified specific abuses. These include attempts to provoke an Internal Revenue 
Service investigation to deter a protest leader from attending the Democratic National Convention; falsely label-
ing as government informants members of groups believed to be violent, in order to expose them to expulsion 
or physical attack; and attempting to provoke violent conflict between the leader of a Chicago street gang and 
the Black Panthers.40 In attempting to incite violence among targeted groups, the FBI had turned its mission of 
solving and preventing crime on its head.
 
Perhaps most famously—driven by FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover’s distrust of and animosity towards the civil 
rights movement—the FBI engaged in intensive efforts to discredit Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and render him 
ineffective as a civil rights leader. Using techniques similar to those used against Soviet agents, the FBI subjected 
King to surveillance and wiretaps; waged a misinformation campaign to undermine his reputation; attempted to 
cause his marriage to fail; and even apparently endeavored to induce King’s suicide.41  

Pressure grew for FBI reform. The Church Committee recommended that Congress pass a statutory charter 
governing the FBI’s activities,42 which would contain a “[f ]oundational statement of the basic duties and respon-
sibilities of the FBI” as well as limitations on its investigative powers.43 Over the course of several years, Congress 
held hearings in an effort to develop such a charter.44
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The Attorney General’s Guidelines

The Attorney General has issued guidelines governing the FBI’s conduct in a number of areas.   

Examples include the Attorney General’s Guidelines:

•	Regarding	the	Use	of	Confidential	Informants

•	On	FBI	Undercover	Operations

•	On	Foreign	Intelligence	Collection	and	Foreign	Counterintelligence	Investigation	

•	On	Seized	and	Forfeited	Property

•	For	Victim	And	Witness	Assistance

As used in this report, the term “Guidelines” refers to the guidelines governing the FBI’s domestic  

investigative powers, which have gone by several names: 

•	Levi	Guidelines,	1976:	Domestic Security Investigation Guidelines

•	Civiletti	Guidelines,	1982:	Guidelines on Criminal Investigations of Individuals and Organizations

•	Smith	Guidelines,	1983:	Guidelines on Domestic Security/Terrorism Investigations

•		Thornburgh	Guidelines,	1989:	Guidelines on General Crimes, Racketeering Enterprise and  

Domestic Security/Terrorism Investigations

•		Ashcroft	Guidelines,	2002:	Guidelines on General Crimes, Racketeering Enterprise and Terrorism 

Enterprise Investigations

The current version of the guidelines governing the FBI’s domestic investigative powers, issued  

by Michael Mukasey in December 2008, are called the Guidelines for Domestic FBI Operations.  

They consolidate several sets of guidelines into one document:

• Guidelines on General Crimes, Racketeering Enterprise and Terrorism Enterprise Investigations

• Supplemental Guidelines for Collection, Retention, and Dissemination of Foreign Intelligence

•  Guidelines for Reporting and Use of Information Concerning Violation of Law and Authorization  

for Participating in Otherwise Illegal Activity in FBI Foreign Intelligence, Counterintelligence, or 

International Terrorism Intelligence Investigations

• Guidelines for Reporting on Civil Disorders and Demonstrations Involving a Federal Interest

2. The Levi Guidelines: 1976-1980 

In an effort to stave off statutory reform, President Ford’s Attorney General, Edward Levi, issued the first set of At-
torney General’s Guidelines, known as the Levi Guidelines, to govern the FBI’s domestic intelligence activities.45 
The Guidelines were implemented at the height of the Cold War, but they were not merely an empty gesture de-
signed to dilute proposed legislation. Attorney General Levi’s reforms included substantive and important limits 
on the FBI’s intelligence gathering, many derived from the Church Committee’s recommendations. Therefore, 
though they were implemented unilaterally by the executive branch, their contents reflected meaningful congres-
sional involvement.  
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The Levi Guidelines embodied the idea that “government monitoring of individuals or groups because they 
hold unpopular or controversial political views is intolerable in our society.”46 Consequently, the Guidelines 
aimed to prevent such monitoring. To do so, they required “progressively higher standards and higher levels of 
review for more intrusive investigative techniques.” They also demanded “that domestic security investigations 
[were] tied closely with the detection of crime.” Finally, they implemented “safeguards against investigations of 
activities that are merely troublesome or unpopular.”47    

The 1976 Levi Guidelines resulted in a dramatic reduction in the number of “domestic security investigations”—
the forerunner to today’s criminal intelligence investigations—conducted by the FBI. When these guidelines were 
issued in 1976, the FBI had 4,868 pending cases, a number that had dropped to just a few dozen by 1982.48

The Levi Guidelines49 set forth the permissible purpose for domestic security investigations and envisioned 
three increasingly robust investigative phases: preliminary, limited, and full investigations. For each successive 
investigative phase, a higher threshold of suspicion was necessary to proceed; the investigative tools agents 
were permitted to use were more intrusive; and procedural safeguards, such as supervisory approval before 
using certain techniques, were more stringent. This basic structure—increasingly intrusive levels of investiga-
tion, accompanied by higher suspicion thresholds and greater procedural constraints—has been retained in all 
subsequent versions of the Guidelines. 

Required Nexus to Criminal Activity. The Levi Guidelines re-
quired a close tie between domestic security investigations and 
the prevention of criminal activity. They limited investigations 
to ascertaining “information on the activities of individuals, or 
the activities of groups, which involve or will involve the use of 
force or violence and which involve or will involve the violation 
of federal law.”50

Standards. The 1976 Levi Guidelines allowed preliminary in-
vestigations based on “allegations or other information that 
an individual or group may be engaged in activities which involve or will involve the use of force or violence 
and which involve or will involve the violation of federal law.”51 When a preliminary investigation proved 
inadequate to determine whether a full investigation was warranted, the Guidelines authorized a limited 
investigation to follow up.52 And the FBI could initiate a full investigation only on the basis of “specific and 
articulable facts giving reason to believe that an individual or group is or may be engaged in activities which 
involve the use of force or violence and which involve or will involve the violation of federal law.”53   

The levi Guidelines embodied the idea 

that government monitoring of individuals 

or groups because they hold unpopular or 

controversial political views is intolerable 

in our society.
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Investigative Authorities. Agents conducting a preliminary investigation could examine public sources of in-
formation, as well as federal, state, and local government records.54 They could question existing informants, 
and they could conduct physical surveillance and interview others for the sole purpose of identifying the 
subject of the investigation.55 The Guidelines prohibited, however, the use of “mail covers” (collecting the 
information on the outside of a piece of mail), the recruitment and tasking of informants, and electronic 
surveillance at the preliminary investigation stage.56 Agents conducting limited investigations could employ 
the same techniques, as well as physical surveillance and interviews for purposes other than to identify the 
subject.57 Agents conducting full investigations could employ all lawful techniques.  

Procedural Safeguards. Under the Levi Guidelines, field offices could initiate preliminary investigations; agents 
were required to finish them within 90 days unless FBI headquarters authorized an extension.58 A limited investi-
gation had to be approved by either a Special Agent in Charge (SAC) or FBI headquarters,59 and only headquarters 
could authorize a full investigation.60 Further, the Guidelines required the FBI to notify the Justice Department of 
full investigations within a week of their initiation and to provide progress reports every 90 days.61 With respect 
to the more intrusive investigative techniques available at the later stages of an investigation, FBI headquarters 
had to approve the use of informants, the Attorney General had to approve the use of mail covers, and electronic 
surveillance had to comply with statutory restrictions.62   

Each of the above requirements served a crucial purpose. The differentiated levels of investigatory activity, and the 
higher threshold required to initiate each level, ensured that the FBI had sufficient evidence before bringing intru-
sive techniques to bear against a given target. Limiting the duration of investigations ensured that, once the FBI 
determined that a target was not involved in criminal activity, all investigative activity would cease. Supervisory 
authorization requirements provided a check on rogue agents who might disregard the Guidelines’ limits; they 
also created a procedural hurdle to help ensure that agents only sought to use intrusive techniques where truly 
necessary. Finally, reporting requirements ensured that the FBI’s activities were documented, which in turn served 
to deter unauthorized activity and to create an audit trail should there be allegations or indications of abuse.63 
  
Finally, the Levi Guidelines strove to ensure that the scope of investigations and the tactics they employed were 
constrained so as to avoid becoming any more intrusive than necessary. Investigations were required to be “de-
signed and conducted so as not to limit the full exercise of rights protected by the Constitution and laws of the 
United States.”64 Preliminary investigations were limited to gathering information pertinent to a decision to 
conduct or forego a full investigation,65 and a decision to initiate a full investigation required consideration of the 
danger to privacy and free expression posed by the investigation.66

   
Attorney General Levi also issued guidelines to govern foreign counterintelligence investigations (FCI),67 which 
are investigations into “espionage and other intelligence activities, sabotage, and assassination conducted by, for, 
or on behalf of foreign powers, organizations, or persons.”68 
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3. The Erosion of the Guidelines’ Protections: 1980-2008

Since their inception, the Guidelines have functioned as the primary constraint on the FBI’s operations, 
and they remain a justification for the lack of a statutory charter governing the FBI’s activities.69 Initially 
implemented in response to the perceived abuses by the FBI in the context of domestic intelligence collec-
tion, they represented an effort to reject the pre-guidelines practice of broad intelligence-collection activities 
unrelated to crimes or threats and instead to treat domestic threats as a facet of criminal law enforcement.70 
The purpose of the original Guidelines was thus to constrain the FBI’s intelligence-collection role within 
acceptable bounds, to prevent it from interfering unduly in the lives of law-abiding groups or individuals, 
and to tether the FBI’s activities to the detection and prevention of crime.  

Attorney General Civiletti in 1980 issued new Guidelines, which incorporated the 1976 Levi Guidelines 
and added to them rules for investigating general crimes and racketeering enterprises.71

In 1983, Attorney General William French Smith again altered the structure of the Guidelines,72 expanding 
the concept of domestic security investigations—labeling them “criminal intelligence investigations”—to 
include both terrorism investigations and racketeering enterprise investigations.73 

The 1983 Smith Guidelines thus governed on the one hand “general crimes investigations” and on the other 
“criminal intelligence investigations,” which included both racketeering and domestic security/terrorism. 
And the FCI Guidelines, known by this time as the Foreign Intelligence Collection and Foreign Counter-
intelligence Investigation (FI/FCI) Guidelines, governed the FBI’s collection of foreign intelligence and 
counterintelligence operations. So the full spectrum of the FBI’s domestic activities was subject to the limits 
of various guidelines.74

These limits on FBI authority did not preclude all possibility of misplaced domestic intelligence efforts. For 
example, a 1980s investigation into the Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador (CISPES), 
an activist organization that opposed Reagan-era policies toward El Salvador, became an exercise in mapping 
the activities of a community engaged in lawful dissent.75 The result was a broad investigation into the activ-
ity and membership of groups opposed to U.S. policy in El Salvador that produced “no reliable information 
of planned violence or other illegal activity.”76 And the Cold-War-era Library Awareness Program included 
regular FBI visits to public libraries seeking information regarding individuals who read scientific and 
technical journals, sometimes asking “librarians to be wary of ‘foreigners’ or persons with ‘East European 
or Russian-sounding names.’”77 These examples illustrate that even under a guidelines regime, meaningful 
limits, procedural safeguards, and effective oversight remain necessary to keep investigations from wander-
ing too far afield and interfering with the activities of law-abiding individuals and groups.

But over time, and especially in the wake of perceived domestic intelligence and crime prevention failures, 
the lessons of history seem to have faded. Successive sets of guidelines, while expanding the breadth of 
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their coverage, have loosened restrictions on FBI operations. The commendable desire to prevent domestic 
threats, rather than merely to respond to them, has led to the expansion of the FBI’s domestic-intelligence-
collection and analysis role—a development that calls for increased vigilance against abuse, not the opposite. 
At the same time, the standard that must be met before the FBI can engage in investigative activity has 
become less and less stringent; both obligatory and discretionary limits on the intrusiveness of investigative 
techniques have been rolled back; and oversight and approval requirements have been relaxed.  

Diminished Requirement of Nexus to Criminal Activity

Over time, the changes in the Guidelines have expanded the scope of information the FBI is permitted to 
pursue, allowing collection of information far removed from any suspicion of wrongdoing. The original 
Guidelines limited investigations to information regarding the use of force or violations of federal law.78 The 
1983 Smith Guidelines, however, envisioned investigations into matters of “legitimate law enforcement in-
terest” rather than merely the “detection, prevention and prosecution of crimes.”79 And they also introduced 
the concept of “criminal enterprises,” which granted the FBI the new power to take steps to discover the 
composition, size, scope, and goals of particular groups.80 (The types of groups that could be subject to these 
broader investigations themselves broadened in 2002.81)  Attorney General Reno’s 1995 reinterpretation of 
the Guidelines—prompted by the Oklahoma City bombing—further expanded the permissible scope of 
investigative activity by specifying that violations of law need not be imminent to justify investigation of 
domestic groups that advocate violence, so long as those groups had the ability to carry out violent acts in 
violation of federal law.82 

While these developments loosened the connection between 
completed or impending criminal acts and FBI authority to 
collect information, the Ashcroft Guidelines, prompted by 
the attacks of 9/11, nearly severed the tie altogether.  In the 
post-9/11 era, crime prevention—always a part of the FBI’s 
work—shifted to the fore and dominated the FBI’s resources, 
focus, and conception of its core mission.83 Indeed, its stat-
ed “central mission” became “preventing the commission of 
terrorist acts against the United States and its people.”84 The 
Ashcroft Guidelines represented and enabled this sea change in the Bureau’s understanding of its role. It is 
impossible to overemphasize the degree to which this shift affected the Bureau’s investigative priorities and 
decisions.  To effectuate the FBI’s new mission, the Ashcroft Guidelines “affirmatively authorize[d] agents to 
‘scour public sources for information on future terrorist threats’ even in the absence of ‘specific investigative 
predicates.’”85   

Attorney General Ashcroft also issued guidelines for FBI National Security Investigations (NSI Guidelines) 
in 2003 to replace the existing Guidelines for FBI Foreign Intelligence Collection and Foreign Counterintel-

over time, the changes in the Guidelines 

have expanded the scope of information 

the fbI is permitted to pursue, allowing 

collection of information far removed 

from any suspicion of wrongdoing.
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ligence Investigation (FI/FCI Guidelines). A full discussion of these 2003 guidelines and their evolution 
is impossible because portions of them are classified. But certain things are clear. The FI/FCI guidelines 
governed “all foreign intelligence, foreign counterintelligence … and intelligence investigations of inter-
national terrorism conducted by the FBI.”86 The NSI guidelines, by contrast, authorized “investigation by 
the FBI of threats to the national security of the United States; investigative assistance by the FBI to state, 
local, and foreign governments…; the collection of foreign intelligence by the FBI; the production of stra-
tegic analysis by the FBI; and the retention and dissemination of information resulting from the foregoing 
activities.”87 The NSI Guidelines are thus broader in scope than their predecessors.

Relaxation of the Investigation Standard 

The 1976 Levi Guidelines began by requiring “specific and articulable facts giving reason to believe that 
an individual or a group is or may be engaged in activities which involve the use of force or violence and 
which involve or will involve the violation of federal law”88 in order to open a full investigation. Twenty-
five years later, under the 2002 Ashcroft Guidelines, that same domestic intelligence investigation could be 
initiated based on merely a “reasonable indication” that a group is engaged in a terrorism or racketeering 
enterprise.89 Preliminary inquiries, originally permitted only when information or allegations indicated the 
possibility of the use of force or violence,90 and then limited to the general crimes context, could be carried 
out with an even lesser showing.

The Ashcroft Guidelines also designated “the prompt and extremely limited checking out of initial leads”—
which was permitted “whenever information is received of such a nature that some follow-up as to the possibil-
ity of criminal activity is warranted”—as a new level of investigative activity before the preliminary inquiry.91
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Standards for Investigations
Levi Civiletti Smith, Thornburgh, & 

Reno
Ashcroft

General Crimes

Checking of Leads N/A N/A N/A Information is received of such a na-
ture that some follow-up as to the pos-
sibility of criminal activity is warranted

Preliminary 
Inquiries

N/A Allegations or information 
indicating the possibility of 
criminal activity

No change No change

Full Investigations N/A Facts or circumstances 
that reasonably indicate a 
federal crime has been, is 
being, or will be committed

No change No change

Racketeering Enterprise Investigations

Checking of Leads N/A N/A N/A Same as general crimes

Preliminary 
Inquiries

N/A N/A N/A Same as general crimes

Full Investigations N/A Facts or circumstances 
that reasonably indicate the 
existence of a racketeering 
enterprise whose activities 
include violence, extortion, 
or systematic public cor-
ruption

Facts or circumstances 
that reasonably indicate 
two or more persons are 
engaged in a continuing 
course of conduct for the 
purpose of obtaining mon-
etary or commercial gains 
or	profits	wholly	or	in	part	
through racketeering activ-
ity that includes violence, 
extortion, or systematic 
public corruption

Facts or circumstances that reason-
ably indicate two or more persons are 
engaged in a pattern of racketeering 
activity	as	defined	in	the	RICO	statute

Domestic Security Investigations                                                                                            Domestic Security /                 Terrorism Investigations 
                                                                                                                                                 Domestic Terrorism  
                                                                                                                                                 Investigations                                                                                                                                  

Checking of Leads N/A No change

No change

N/A

No change

N/A Same as general crimes

Preliminary 
Inquiries

Allegations or information indicat-
ing activities that involve the use of 
force or violence and that involve or 
will involve violation of federal law 
for the purpose of overthrowing or 
interfering with the activities or poli-
cies of a government or depriving 
persons of their civil rights

N/A Same as general crimes

Limited Investiga-
tions

When	a	preliminary	inquiry	is	in-
adequate to determine if there is a 
factual basis for a full investigation

N/A N/A

Full Investigations Specific	and	articulable	facts	giving	
reason to believe that an individual 
or group is or may be engaged in 
activities which involve the use of 
force or violence and which involve 
or will involve violation of federal 
law for the purpose of overthrowing 
or interfering with the activities or 
policies of a government or depriv-
ing persons of their civil rights

Facts or circumstances 
that reasonably indicate 
two or more persons are 
engaged in an enterprise 
for the purpose of further-
ing political or social goals 
wholly or in part through 
violence and a violation of 
federal criminal law

Facts or circumstances that reason-
ably indicate two or more persons are 
engaged in an enterprise for (a) fur-
thering political or social goals wholly 
or in part through activities that involve 
force or violence and a violation of 
federal criminal law; (b) engaging in 
international or domestic terrorism that 
involves a violation of federal criminal 
law; or (c) committing any federal 
crime of terrorism
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Increase in the Intrusiveness of Investigative Authorities

Even as the standard for initiating investigations was relaxed, the intrusiveness of investigations increased. The first sev-
eral sets of Guidelines contained what was essentially a “least intrusive method” rule. Agents were required to consider 
whether information available through use of an intrusive technique could be obtained in a timely and effective way by 
less intrusive means.92 Supervisors could approve highly intrusive techniques, but only under compelling circumstances 
and when other means were likely to be unavailing.  

The “least intrusive means” standard was later undermined by the Ashcroft Guidelines, which paid lip service to the 
standard but added the caveat that agents should not “hesitate to use any lawful techniques consistent with these 
Guidelines, even if intrusive.”93   Moreover, while the most intrusive methods remained subject to supervisory approval 
during preliminary investigations (though not necessarily during full investigations), the requirement of compelling 
circumstances was eliminated.94 Such a caveat can have only one effect—to increase the intrusiveness of the tools that 
agents choose to employ. 

More concretely, the Guidelines have evolved over time to permit the use of more intrusive methods at earlier stages 
of investigations where the nexus to criminal activity is often attenuated.  The tasking of informants was originally al-
lowed only in full investigations; the 1983 Smith Guidelines, however, allowed that method to be used in preliminary 
inquiries.95 Similarly, the Smith Guidelines for the first time allowed the collection of publicly available information 
even before the requirements for a preliminary inquiry were satisfied.95

The 2002 Ashcroft Guidelines continued this trend. They permitted the use of preliminary inquiries in the criminal 
intelligence investigation context,97 thus opening up a wide range of investigative tools for use before the FBI had a rea-
sonable indication that a group was engaged in wrongdoing. Moreover, in those preliminary inquiries, a technique that 
previously had been reserved for full investigations was added to the menu of available tactics—mail covers.98 While col-
lecting publicly available information absent any fact-based reason for suspicion had been permitted to a certain degree 
by the Smith Guidelines, the Ashcroft Guidelines expanded both the authority for and the focus on this practice.99 

Two groundbreaking aspects of the Ashcroft era bear emphasis.  First, for the first time since the Guidelines’ incep-
tion, they permitted the FBI to attend First-Amendment-protected gatherings—such as religious services or political 
events—without any fact-based reason to suspect wrongdoing.100 And second, the Ashcroft-issued 2003 NSI Guide-
lines permitted for the first time the use of National Security Letters during preliminary inquiries into threats to na-
tional security.101 

It is important also to note that statutory changes have increased the intrusiveness of techniques approved by the 
Guidelines in ways that are not immediately apparent when looking at the Guidelines in isolation. The most illustrative 
example comes in the area of electronic surveillance. That technique—one of the most intrusive available to federal 
officials—always has been reserved for use only in full investigations. And the use of that technique always has been 
subject to statutory restrictions. But when those statutory restrictions loosen, the FBI’s authority to employ surveillance 
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expands. So while the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act used to require federal officials to show probable cause that 
a target was an agent of a foreign power before surveillance could be approved, statutory alterations enacted in 2008 
permit surveillance of international communications so long as officials certify that their surveillance procedures are 
“reasonably designed” to limit the “targets” of the surveillance to “persons reasonably believed to be located outside the 
United States.”102 So while the Attorney General’s Guidelines themselves did not explicitly modify the permissible use 
of electronic surveillance, the surveillance power available to the FBI nonetheless expanded.

Similar statutory changes in the requirements for physical searches, the collection of financial, communications, and 
other types of records, many of them contained in the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001,103 also permit increased FBI access 
to information.

Permissible Investigative Methods
Levi Civiletti, Smith, Thornburgh, & Reno Ashcroft

Checking of leads 

Authorized	methods	not	specified

Preliminary Inquiries

Limited to the following methods:
•		Examination	of	FBI	indices	and	files
•		Examination	of	public	records	or	other	

public sources of information
•		Examination	of	federal,	state,	and	local	

records
•		Use	of	previously	established	informants	

and sources of information 
•		Physical	surveillance	and	interviews	for	

the purpose of identifying the subject of an 
investigation

The following methods were permitted with 
no supervisory approval:
•		Examination	of	FBI	indices	and	files
•		Examination	of	public	records	or	other	

public sources of information
•		Examination	of	federal,	state,	and	local	

records
•		Interviews	with	the	complainant,	previously	
established	informants,	and	confidential	
sources

•		Interviews	of	the	potential	subject
•		Interviews	of	persons	who	should	readily	

be able to corroborate or deny the truth of 
the allegation EXCEPT pretext interview 
or interview of the potential subject’s 
employer or co-workers

•		Physical	or	photographic	surveillance	of	
any person

All other methods not expressly barred are 
permitted with supervisory approval and 
subject to policy and statutory limitations.

No change

*Note that while the methods available in 
preliminary inquiries did not change, the 
Ashcroft guidelines made preliminary inqui-
ries available in racketeering and terrorism 
investigations.

Limited Investigations                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Additional techniques:
•		Physical	surveillance	for	other	purposes
•		Interviews	of	persons	not	mentioned	above	

for purposes other than identifying the 
subject of the investigation, if the interview 
is	authorized	by	a	Special	Agent	in	Charge

Techniques Permitted Only in Full Investigations

•		Mail	covers	(upon	approval	by	the	 
Attorney General)

•		Electronic	surveillance
•		Recruitment	of	or	placement	of	informants	

in groups (upon approval by FBI Headquar-
ters and subject to review every 180 days)

•		Mail	covers
•		Mail	openings
•		Nonconsensual	electronic	surveillance

•		Mail	covers
•		Nonconsensual	electronic	surveillance
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Relaxation of Procedural Safeguards

At the same time that the level of suspicion necessary to conduct investigations has fallen and the intrusiveness of 
investigations has risen, the procedural safeguards designed to ensure that the authorities conferred on FBI agents 
are not abused have eroded. Rules limiting the duration of investigations, or requiring supervisory authorization for 
use of particular investigative technique have become less stringent.  

For example, the original Guidelines dictated that preliminary investigations could last just 90 days, and only FBI 
headquarters could authorize a full investigation.104 Further, they required the FBI to notify the Justice Department 
of full investigations and provide periodic progress reports.105 By the time of the Ashcroft Guidelines, preliminary 
inquiries could last 180 days—twice their original duration106—and full criminal intelligence investigations were au-
thorized and renewed for a period of one year, up from the original limit of 180 days.107 Moreover, both preliminary 
and full investigations could be authorized or renewed by a SAC, rather than FBI headquarters,108 and there is no 
mention of any requirement for Justice Department notification.    

Time Limits & Supervisory Approval Requirements
Levi Civiletti Smith, Thornburgh, & Reno Ashcroft

General Crimes

Checking of 
Leads

N/A N/A N/A •		Time	Limit:	unspecified,	but	
performed “with eye towards 
promptly determining whether 
further investigation should be 
conducted”

•		Supervisory	Approval:	none

Preliminary 
Inquiries

N/A •		Time	Limit:	60	days	
•		Supervisory	Approval:	FBI	

Supervisor 
•		Extensions:	30-day	exten-

sions may be granted by FBI 
Headquarters upon receipt of a 
written request and statement 
of reasons why further inves-
tigative steps are warranted 
when there is not “reasonable 
indication” of criminal activity

•		Time	Limit:	90	days	
•		Supervisory	Approval:		FBI	

Supervisor
•		Extensions:		30-day	exten-

sions may be granted by FBI 
Headquarters upon receipt of a 
written request 

•		Time	Limit:	180	days	
•		Supervisory	Approval:	FBI	

Supervisor
•		Extensions:	Up	to	two	90-day	

extensions may be granted by 
the Special Agent in Charge 
(SAC). Subsequent extensions 
may only be granted by FBI 
Headquarters upon a written 
request 

Full  
Investigations

N/A •		Time	Limit:	180	days
•		Supervisory	Approval:	FBI	

Director or a designated As-
sistant Director

•		Extensions:	180	days	with	
authorization	from	the	FBI	
Director or a designated As-
sistant Director

•		Time	Limit:	unspecified
•		Supervisory	Approval:	FBI	

Supervisor

•		Time	Limit:	unspecified
•		Supervisory	Approval:	FBI	

Supervisor
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So this is the result of the evolution of the Guidelines from the time of their inception in 1976 to the time at which 
Attorney General Mukasey made his changes in 2008: They had made it easier and easier to open investigations, 
authorized more investigative techniques with less evidence of wrongdoing, and reduced the procedural safeguards 
meant to avoid a repetition of the abuses associated with unfettered FBI authority and discretion. As a consequence, 
even before the current Guidelines were implemented, the Bureau had returned nearly full-circle to an inadequately 
cabined intelligence-collection role similar to the one the pre-Guidelines Bureau played so problematically during the 
Cold War years.

Time Limits & Supervisory Approval Requirements
Levi Civiletti Smith, Thornburgh, & Reno Ashcroft

Racketeering Enterprise Investigations

Full  
Investigations

N/A •		Time	Limit:	180	days
•		Supervisory	Approval:	FBI	

Director or a designated  
Assistant Director

•		Extensions:	180	days	with	
authorization	from	the	FBI	
Director or a designated  
Assistant Director

•		Time	Limit:	180	days
•		Supervisory	Approval:	FBI	Direc-

tor or a designated Assistant 
Director (SAC under Reno)

•		Extensions:	180	days	with	autho-
rization	from	the	FBI	Director	or	a	
designated Assistant Director

*  Investigations of a racketeering 
enterprise not engaged in violence, nar-
cotics, extortion, or systematic public 
corruption required written authoriza-
tion by both the Attorney General and 
the FBI Director

•		Time	Limit:		1	year
•		Supervisory	Approval:	SAC
•		Extensions:	1-year	extensions	
available	with	the	authorization	
of the SAC 

Domestic Security Investigations                                                                                      Domestic Security /                             Terrorism Investigations 
                                                                                                                                          Domestic Terrorism  
                                                                                                                                            Investigations                                              

Preliminary 
Inquiries

•		Time	Limit:	90	days	from	
date upon which preliminary 
inquiry initiated

•		Supervisory	Approval:	none
•		Extensions:	90	days	with	

FBI Headquarters’ approval 
when facts or information 
obtained in the original 
period justify such an 
extension

No change

No change

No change

N/A N/A

Limited   
Investigations

•		Time	Limit:	Same	as	the	
Preliminary Inquiry upon 
which the investigation is 
based

•		Supervisory	Approval:	
written	authorization	from	a	
SAC or FBI Headquarters

•		Extensions:	90	days	with	
FBI Headquarters’ approval 
when facts or information 
obtained in the original 
period justify such an 
extension

N/A N/A

Full Investiga-
tions

•		Time	Limit:	1	year
•		Supervisory	approval:	FBI	

Headquarters
•		Extensions:	1	year	with	
written	authorization	by	the	
Department of Justice

•		Time	Limit:	180	days	
•		Supervisory	Approval:	FBI	Direc-

tor or a designated Assistant 
Director 

•		Extensions:	180	days	with	autho-
rization	from	the	FBI	Director	or	a	
designated Assistant Director

•		Time	Limit:	1	year
•		Supervisory	Approval:	SAC
•		Extensions:	1-year	extensions	
available	with	the	authorization	
of the SAC 

continued
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C.   The Mukasey Guidelines: 2008-Present

Attorney General Mukasey’s Guidelines continue down the same path as the Ashcroft Guidelines. They expand 
the scope of the enormous changes initiated after the 9/11 attacks. These Guidelines, which remain in opera-
tion today, were hastily issued in the final months of the Bush Administration, despite congressional requests to 
delay the process to allow time for sufficient consideration, debate, and input.109 They consolidate several types 
of guidelines, including the General Crimes, Racketeering Enterprise and Terrorism Enterprise Investigations 
Guidelines, and the National Security Investigations and Foreign Intelligence Collection Guidelines, into a single 
framework.110 

1.  The Mukasey Guidelines 

The new Guidelines further expand the scope of information the Bureau may collect, magnifying the FBI’s 
domestic-intelligence and prevention role. In the Guidelines’ own words, “[t]he FBI is an intelligence agency 
as well as a law enforcement agency … [whose] functions accordingly extend beyond limited investigations of 
discrete matters.”111 To this end, the Guidelines urge the Bureau to use its analytic authority to “identify and 
understand trends, causes, and potential indicia of criminal activity and other threats to the United States that 
would not be apparent from the investigation of discrete matters alone.” 112

Abandoning the idea that the FBI’s primary role is to investigate crimes (past and imminent) that fall under its 
jurisdiction, the Guidelines envision that the FBI will assist and broadly share information with other federal 
agencies as well as state local, tribal, and foreign agencies.113 They also state that, because investigative activities 
“provide critical information needed for broader analytic and intelligence purposes to facilitate the solution 
and prevention of crime, protect the national security, and further foreign intelligence objectives,” all informa-
tion collected “at all stages of investigative activity is … to be retained and disseminated for these purposes … 
regardless of whether it furthers investigative objectives in a narrower or more immediate sense.”114

In short, the Guidelines envision an FBI that vacuums up all the information made available to it by permissive 
investigative rules, disseminates the information to other government agencies, and retains it indefinitely—
regardless of whether any unlawful or threatening conduct has been uncovered. While one might hope that 
self-restraint on the part of FBI agents would help shape and limit this amorphous authority, the Guidelines 
themselves discourage such a result. In an organization charged with terrorism prevention, anything less than a 
100% success rate will be viewed as failure. This sort of expectation places enormous pressure on agents to use 
every shred of authority at their disposal—and more.115 That pressure must be counterbalanced by reasonable 
restrictions on and meaningful oversight of investigative authorities.

The Mukasey Guidelines, however, take just the opposite approach, further loosening investigative standards 
and procedural safeguards. With respect to the showing required to initiate preliminary and full investigations, 
the current Guidelines retain the standards from earlier Guidelines. Thus, preliminary investigations can be initiated 
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(Continued)
on the basis of any “information or an allegation indicating” possible criminal or national-security-threatening activity,  
and full investigations retain the “reasonable indication” standard.117 

The primary innovation—and the primary problem—in the Mukasey Guidelines is their authorization of 
“assessments”—an investigative stage prior to a preliminary investigation—without “factual predicates.” More spe-
cifically, the Guidelines authorize highly intrusive investigative techniques at what the Guidelines call the “assess-
ment” stage. Assessments, characterized as inquiries designed to determine whether further investigation is war-
ranted, require only an “authorized purpose,” meaning that the FBI must merely determine that it is acting to protect 
against criminal or national-security threats, or to collect foreign intelligence.118 Thus these assessments permit in-
trusive investigations of people or organizations absent any facts indicating possible wrongdoing on the part of the 
investigation’s target—i.e., absent any “factual predicate.”

This is a sharp departure from past practice. Under the “checking out of leads” concept in the 2002 Ashcroft Guidelines, 
the FBI could engage only in “limited activity … conducted with an eye toward promptly determining whether further 
investigation (either a preliminary inquiry or a full investigation) should be conducted.”119 And while the Guidelines 
did not specify methods approved for “checking of leads,” they could not rely on investigative tools reserved for use in 
investigations. But when conducting an “assessment” under the new Guidelines, the FBI may—in addition to combing 
through any and all publicly available information—use the following investigative techniques: (1) recruiting and task-
ing informants to attend meetings or events surreptitiously;120 (2) questioning people or engaging them in conversation 
while misrepresenting the agent’s true identity (so-called “pretext” interviews);121 and (3) engaging in indefinite physical 
surveillance of homes, offices, and individuals.122 The existence of “assessments” thus increases significantly the intrusive-
ness of the FBI’s investigative authority.

Exacerbating the risks to privacy that assessments pose, the current Guidelines abandon many of the oversight provi-
sions contained in prior iterations of the Guidelines. In fact, for assessments, the Guidelines require no supervisory 
approval, nor are there any reporting requirements.123 The Guidelines do not require the FBI to monitor how often 
assessments are being undertaken, what their targets or purposes are, what techniques are used, or how frequently they 
reveal actual criminal activity. Nor do the Guidelines place any time limit on an assessment’s duration.  
 
A lack of sufficient ex ante oversight is similarly evident in the provisions regarding preliminary and full investiga-
tions, referred to collectively in the new guidelines as “predicated investigations.”124 The Guidelines require no initial 
authorization for predicated investigations unless they are foreign-intelligence-related, in which case a SAC or FBI 
Headquarters must authorize the investigation.125 In fact, FBI Headquarters need not even be notified of a predicated 
investigation except under certain limited circumstances.126 Preliminary investigations can last six months, and a SAC 
can extend that period for another six months;  there is no durational limit on full investigations. The Guidelines rely 
instead on various post hoc audits to ensure compliance with the rules.128 But as we have learned from the FBI’s misuse 
of National Security Letters (NSLs) and exigent letters (forms of administrative subpoena used to collect records about 
individuals or groups from third parties), even when post hoc audits successfully identify abuses, such audits alone do 
not provide sufficient deterrent value.129 
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2.  The Domestic Investigative Operational Guidelines

The Attorney General’s Guidelines are implemented by the “Domestic Investigative Operational Guidelines” 
(DIOG), promulgated by the FBI. After official requests by at least two organizations pursuant to the Free-
dom of Information Act,130 the Justice Department publicly released—with significant redactions—the cur-
rent DIOG. The DIOG purports to impose additional rules on FBI agents in their exercise of some of the 
authorities criticized above. To be sure, the Guidelines themselves do occasionally reference FBI policy as an 
additional limitation on FBI investigative authority,131 and the DIOG includes laudable hortatory language 
regarding the need to be solicitous of civil liberties; to refrain from infringing on First Amendment rights and 
from profiling on the basis of race, religion, ethnicity, or national origin; and to limit appropriately the scope 
and intrusiveness of FBI activity.132

But the DIOG’s efforts to achieve these goals fall short in at least four respects. First, the DIOG makes only 
a half-hearted commitment to the requirement that agents use the least intrusive method that is likely to pro-
cure the needed information when conducting investigations.133 Upon close inspection, the admonition to use 
the least intrusive method is less forceful than it appears.134 When advising agents on how to determine which 
method is the “least intrusive method,” the DIOG institutes a balancing test. After determining the least in-
trusive method for a given situation, “reviewing and approving authorities should balance the level of intrusion 
against investigative requirements” to determine which technique actually to employ.135

In other words, the least intrusive method should be employed unless the agent decides—despite having deter-
mined that a less intrusive method is likely to procure the needed information—that a more intrusive method 
should be used because of the seriousness of the crime or threat, the significance of the information to be 
gained, or other such factors.  This balancing test renders the term “least intrusive method” a misnomer. 
 

Moreover, the final word on the FBI’s “least intrusive method” 
policy echoes the words of the Guidelines themselves: agents 
should use “any lawful method allowed, even if intrusive” when 
the agent determines such methods are warranted. This ca-
veat sends an important message—minimal intrusiveness may 
be preferable, but is not actually required. Ultimately, as the 
Guidelines state and the DIOG echoes, “the choice of methods 
… is a matter of judgment.”136 Establishing such a loose and 
discretionary standard—and then presenting it as a “least intru-
sive method” requirement—provides an illusion of civil liberties 
protections with little substance behind it.
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Second, the DIOG bars investigative activities “based solely on the exercise of First Amendment rights or on 
the race, ethnicity, national origin, or religion” of their subject.137 The DIOG does not, however, preclude 
investigative activity based in part—or even primarily—on such factors.  Notably, the Justice Department’s 
policy regarding the use of race by law enforcement officials prohibits employing “race or ethnicity to any 
degree” in making routine law enforcement decisions.138 The DIOG thus appears to be in tension with exist-
ing DOJ policy on this point. Moreover, even the prohibition against basing investigations solely on protected 
characteristics is undermined by the DIOG’s instruction that such characteristics may permissibly be linked to 
terrorist or criminal behavior. For example,  

if investigative experience and reliable intelligence reveal that members of a terrorist or crimi-
nal organization are known to commonly possess or exhibit a combination of religion-based 
characteristics or practices (e.g., group leaders state that acts of terrorism are based in religious 
doctrine), it is rational and lawful to consider such a combination in gathering intelligence 
about the group.139

Similarly, the DIOG permits the collection of information regarding ethnic and racial behaviors “reasonably be-
lieved to be associated with a particular criminal or terrorist element of an ethnic community.”140 The DIOG thus 
embraces the logical fallacy that if all members of a particular terrorist group share a certain characteristic (such as 
the Muslim faith), then anyone who shares that characteristic is a fair target of suspicion. On its face, this could 
mean collection of information on Muslim men who grow their beards or observe their religion in a particular 
fashion. No generic admonition to respect privacy and civil liberties can combat these permissive standards.

Also troubling is the DIOG’s embrace of community mapping—which involves collecting and storing informa-
tion about particular communities. They “permit the FBI to identify locations of concentrated ethnic communi-
ties” as well as to collect “the locations of ethnic-oriented businesses and other facilities” (likely including religious 
facilities such as mosques) because “members of certain terrorist organizations live and operate primarily within 
a certain concentrated community of the same ethnicity.”141 This very same principle was proposed by local law 
enforcement authorities in Los Angeles but was ultimately scrapped when widespread and vocal protests from 
the Muslim and civil liberties communities equated the plan with racial profiling and noted that it was likely to 
alienate Muslim residents.142  

The DIOG seems to place great faith in the ability of the “authorized purpose” requirement143 to keep investiga-
tive activities from wandering too far afield. But when the authorized purposes are as broad as they are—inves-
tigating violations of law or threats to national security, investigating the role of groups in violations of law or 
threats to national security, identifying potential targets of criminal activities or threats to national security, etc. 
—and when so much investigative activity may take place in the absence of any factual predicate, that require-
ment seems largely toothless.
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Third, while the DIOG contains detailed rules regarding when, how, and under what circumstances the FBI 
may use each particular investigative method available to it,145 the fact that these rules are set forth in the DIOG, 
rather than in the Attorney General’s Guidelines themselves, is problematic. The DIOG does usefully resurrect 
many of the procedural protections that had been stripped out of the Guidelines themselves. For example, they 
add supervisory approval requirements, both for particular investigative techniques and for certain types of 
investigations.146 They place time limits on each investigative stage (except for full investigations). They require 
periodic file reviews for all assessments and investigations.147 And they increase oversight for investigations into 
targets that raise “sensitive investigative matters,” which include investigations of politicians, political or religious 
organizations, or members of the news media.148 

Each of these provisions is a step in the right direction. But rather than forming part of the higher-profile, 
infrequently modified, and fully disclosed Guidelines themselves, they have been “downgraded” to the easier-to-
change, less politically salient, and more secretive DIOG. If the DIOG reinstates so many of the procedural re-
quirements that had been stripped out of the Guidelines, it begs the question why the location of these rules was 
moved. Moreover, while the DIOG seems to call for greater internal oversight than the Guidelines themselves 
require, neither set of rules provides for the external oversight—from Congress and from the public—necessary 
to ensure both that Americans’ civil liberties are safeguarded and that the Guidelines are effective.

Perhaps most troublingly, the rules regarding the most intrusive investigative techniques permitted in the absence 
of factual predicates for investigation—pretext interviews and undisclosed participation in religious and politi-
cal gatherings—are redacted entirely (despite being labeled unclassified) from the publicly available DIOG. So 
whether the DIOG aims to mitigate any of the troubling aspects of these techniques is impossible to say. And if 
they do impose additional restrictions, the fact that they do so secretly limits their effectiveness as a constraint—if 
no one outside the Justice Department knows the rules to which agents are expected to adhere, enforcement of 
those rules becomes a matter of FBI grace.149
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The New ChANGeS ShouLD Be ReCoNSIDeReD 

The expansion of FBI powers contained in the 2008 Guidelines will have predictable consequences.  Lessons of 
the FBI’s history teach us that, in the absence of sufficient oversight and limitations on intelligence-collection 
activities, civil liberties will be trenched on in our pursuit for security.  This could happen in several areas.  First, 
the ability to conduct “assessments” without any factual predicates is almost certain to lead to undue intrusions 
into the privacy of law-abiding Americans.  Second, anecdotal evidence suggests that the Guidelines already have 
chilled First-Amendment-protected activity, and likely will continue to do so.  Third, the burden of these civil 
liberties concerns likely will fall disproportionately on Muslims and persons of Arab or South Asian descent, as 
agents whose investigative decisions are unconstrained by objective factual criteria will be more likely to fall back 
on conscious or subconscious biases.  This, in turn, will make the FBI less effective in countering the terrorist 
threat as targeted communities are alienated and rendered less willing to cooperate with law enforcement.  More-
over, studies show that profiling is not an effective tool.

Finally, we cannot be sure that the FBI’s newfound collection authority does, in fact, lead to increased security.  
As the Washington Post’s recent series of reports on “Top Secret America” makes plain, the scope of America’s 
surveillance-industrial complex is so massive, with so many agencies engaging in overlapping and redundant ac-
tivities, it is impossible to determine the efficacy—from a security standpoint—of the billions of dollars we spend 
and the volumes of information the government collects.150 Some even argue that this increased scope of collection 
will make us less safe, because the collection of vast amounts of information unrelated to factual indications of 
wrongdoing or threat could overwhelm the Bureau’s ability to analyze effectively and employ the information it 
has collected.

In the face of these adverse effects, the executive branch has yet to articulate persuasively any countervailing op-
erational considerations that would justify retaining the most recent changes to the Guidelines. Thus the powers 
they confer should be curtailed. In any event, the implementation of all investigative powers should be monitored 
closely and subjected to strict oversight for both compliance and effectiveness. 

A. The Guidelines’ Adverse effects on Civil Liberties and Law enforcement effectiveness 
On their face, and in light of the history of intelligence-collection in this country, the Mukasey Guidelines raise 
concerns that they might lead to significant imposition on Americans’ civil liberties. In examining the varied 
ways in which this result might come to pass, the Guidelines’ overbreadth becomes clear. Moreover, the need for 
vigilant, regular review of the FBI’s authorities, as well as internal and external oversight mechanisms becomes all 
the more evident.

1. Threat of Privacy Invasions

The new Guidelines may pose significant threats to Americans’ privacy. They permit the collection of vast amounts 
of information without any factual predicate and with no supervisory approval. Add to this expansive authority 

II.
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the Guidelines’ encouragement to agents to “take the initiative” and be proactive,151 and it seems likely that the 
FBI will be amassing substantial amounts of information on many Americans who have never been suspected of 
wrongdoing. The more the FBI sees itself as an intelligence-collection agency, the more robust these collection-
without-suspicion activities are likely to be.  

Such collection seems to be at the heart of the government’s counterterrorism efforts, both inside and outside the 
FBI. It is important to note that the FBI Guidelines are just one small part of a broader surveillance scheme.152   

Each element of this scheme is engaged in aggressive information-collection and analysis. An illustration comes 
from the National Security Agency (NSA), the agency primarily responsible for the collection and analysis of vari-
ous forms of communication. The NSA is building vast new facilities to increase its information-storage capaci-
ties.153 One facility, in Utah, measures one million square feet; another, in San Antonio, is roughly the size of the 
Alamodome.154 The amount of data expected to reside in these facilities has been estimated in the Yottabytes (as 
an indication of the size of a Yottabyte, numbers beyond Yottabytes have not yet been named).155 

The fact that the FBI will likely be gathering information on law-abiding Americans is particularly troubling in 
light of the methods it is now authorized to use. Going to political meetings or religious services to collect in-
formation about what takes place there and who attends; pretending to be an investigative target’s new neighbor 
or business associate, or stationing agents outside the target’s home or office—even having them followed—so 
that their movements are tracked day and night; accessing without a court order telephone and e-mail subscriber 
information. These are highly intrusive and invasive techniques, and Americans have a right to expect that they 
will not be subject to such government intrusion unless the government has some objective reason to suspect il-
legal activity or wrongdoing.

The collection and analysis of information from existing sources—another technique that FBI agents can employ 
in the absence of a factual predicate—seems less troublesome at first blush. After all, why shouldn’t the FBI be per-
mitted to access information already in the government’s possession, or information available on the internet?  In 
fact, however, the sophisticated collection and analysis of such information by FBI is significantly more revealing 
than a simple Google search that a private individual might conduct. Through public, commercial, and government 
databases, the FBI can readily collect vast amounts of employment information, residential information, financial 
information, information about shopping habits, and the like. This information can then be subjected to algorith-
mic data-mining, stored, or disseminated to other government databases and agencies.  

The threat here is far from theoretical. Like the NSA, the FBI’s National Security Branch has amassed vast 
amounts of information in its Analysis Center (NSAC), which houses multiple databases “[c]omposed of 
government information, commercial databases and records acquired in criminal and terrorism probes.”156 
The stored information includes international travel records of citizens and aliens, financial forms, hotel and 
rental car records, a log of all calls made by federal prison inmates, and a reverse White Pages with 696 mil-
lion names and addresses tied to U.S. phone numbers.157 The FBI plans to expand the data set to include yet 
more travel records, as well as tax records from non-profit organizations and multiple databases whose de-
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scriptions are redacted in a now-available (though formerly clas-
sified) document.158 Most Americans would agree that the FBI 
should not be permitted to compile a dossier on every American. 
But the accumulation of these databases into one facility means 
that such a dossier is just one mouse-click away. Accordingly, 
all collection and use of information—even publicly available 
information—must be effectively policed.

The prospect of expansive collection of information leads to an-
other concern. Even if information the FBI collects at the assess-
ment stage provides no basis for further investigation—indeed, 
even if it wholly exonerates a group or individual from suspi-
cion—that information will remain in government databases 
indefinitely for analysis and dissemination to other agencies. According to the Guidelines, since investigative 
“activities also provide critical information needed for broader analytic and intelligence purposes to facilitate the 
solution and prevention of crime, protect the national security, and further foreign intelligence objectives,” all 
information collected “at all stages of investigative activity is … to be retained and disseminated for these purposes 
… regardless of whether it furthers investigative objectives in a narrower or more immediate sense.”159 To this end, 
the Guidelines include broad information-sharing provisions.160 While it is indisputable that the FBI should be 
permitted to share appropriate information with other government agencies as well as local law enforcement for 
legitimate law enforcement purposes, the prospect of keeping and sharing large amounts of information about 
Americans under no suspicion of wrongdoing raises serious privacy concerns.  

These possible invasions of privacy raise concerns not only because of their infringement on Americans’ fun-
damental rights. They also breed cynicism, resentment, and distrust towards law enforcement and government 
officials. Revelations of unwarranted invasions of privacy raise the specter of historic, Hoover-era FBI excesses.  
To be sure, today’s FBI bears little resemblance to that unregulated agency shrouded in secrecy. But federal law 
enforcement agencies posses the authority and the technology to engage in invasions of privacy far beyond those 
that took place in the Hoover era. And even if such excesses are the exception rather than the rule today, concern 
over systemic abuse arises with each isolated instance of overreaching.

2.  Chill to First-Amendment-Protected Activity

The FBI’s broad authorities also risk causing significant chill of First-Amendment-protected religious and political 
activity. As First Amendment expert Floyd Abrams noted with respect to the pre-Guidelines FBI’s impact on free 
speech, “[t]he ‘chill’ on speech was real; Hoover intended just that and achieved just that.”161  

Under the Guidelines, agents are permitted to attend all gatherings, events, political rallies, and religious services 
open to the public. How will they decide which ones to attend?  If history provides any lessons, such decisions 
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will often be based on some form of religious or political profiling. Certainly the Hoover-era operations were 
targeted at minorities and political dissidents, aiming to harass and disrupt their operations.162 But even in the 
post-Guidelines era, innocent political and religious groups have been targeted and investigated. Recall the 1980s 
investigation into CISPES, the activist organization opposed to Reagan-era El Salvador policy. The investigation, 
and others like it from that same era, gathered a wealth of information on activist groups, with investigations of 
particular groups sometimes triggered solely on ideological similarity or association with other groups already 
under investigation.163 Investigators monitored meetings, rallies, demonstrations, religious services, and other 
protected activity.164 But the CISPES investigation produced “no reliable information of planned violence or 
other illegal activity.”165 Another example is the Cold-War-era Library Awareness Program, which consisted of 
regular FBI visits to public and university libraries to seek information about the readers of unclassified scientific 
and technical journals, sometimes asking “librarians to be wary of ‘foreigners’ or persons with ‘East European or 
Russian-sounding names.’”166 

In the post-9/11 context, one study catalogs the experiences of dozens of law-abiding members of the Muslim, 
Arab, and South Asian (MASA) communities upon returning to the United States from abroad. They have been 
subjected to intrusive questioning by customs agents about their religious practices, political views, and charitable 
giving, as well as searches of their laptops, cell phones, and digital cameras, pursuant to a policy that permits such 
questioning and searches absent any individualized suspicion of wrongdoing.167 And FBI Director Robert Mueller 
ordered all FBI branch offices to count the number of mosques within their jurisdiction as a starting point for 
proactive investigation of potential terrorists.168

Imagine an FBI agent attending a religious service in which the priest, reverend, rabbi, or imam engaged in stark 
anti-government rhetoric, criticizing American foreign policy in the Middle East and sympathizing with the de-
sire of residents of Middle Eastern countries to expel nonviolently U.S. military forces. Such expression is at the 
very core of First Amendment protections—political speech neither intended nor likely to incite actual violence, 
yet adamantly critical of U.S. actions. Americans are entitled to voice these sorts of opinions, and they should not 
necessarily trigger FBI intelligence-gathering activities that ultimately are likely to chill such expression. Yet such 
rhetoric, if observed in a mosque, likely would draw additional government attention. 

In fact, there are a range of First-Amendment-protected activities that agents can take into account during the 
assessment stage to build a profile of traits that, taken together, are deemed suspicious. According to the FBI itself, 
potential indicators of terrorist activity include taking notes, drawing diagrams, espousing unpopular views,169 or 
taking photographs,170 and other law enforcement organizations have expressed the view that increased religiosity 
is suspicious as well.171

The FBI’s aggressive investigation and infiltration of mosques has already had a profound chilling effect on the 
exercise of fundamental rights, particularly religious freedoms. According to the New York Times, some Muslims 
have “canceled trips abroad to avoid arousing suspicion. People are wary of whom they speak to.  Community 
groups say it is harder to find volunteers. Many Muslim charities are hobbled.”172 In the Southern California 
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Muslim community, reports the Los Angeles Times, “some people are avoiding mosques, preferring to pray at 
home. Others are reducing donations to avoid attracting government attention… . And some mosques have asked 
speakers to refrain from political messages in their sermons.”173 And while empirical evidence of such claims is 
hard to come by, “Muslim leaders report a reduction in attendance at mosques, a change in the language used at 
worship services, a decrease in contributions to Muslim charities, and an erosion of the trust and good will that 
are essential to the vitality of a religious community.”174

When the FBI sends investigators to question people about their political activities, when it sends agents to attend 
religious gatherings, when it monitors the calling records of members of the media, it can create a profoundly 
chilling effect on First Amendment activities. The FBI can hardly pretend ignorance of this effect, given that the 
agency has, at various points in its history, infiltrated political or religious groups with the express purpose of creat-
ing a chilling effect on unpopular or anti-government expression.175 To engage in activities likely to have such an 
effect, the Bureau should have to show that such an infringement is justified by a particular level of suspicion. 
 
Even the power to gather extensive information from public sources can contribute to the threat of First Amend-
ment chill. The FBI can compile publicly available information on religious or political figures, government 
critics, or members of the media. If it does so based on a distrust of groups or individuals that represent dis-
senting perspectives, that is just as problematic from a privacy and constitutional standpoint as if those same 
motivations led to information gathering from non-public sources. Collection and use of information on people’s 
First-Amendment-protected activities, even where those activities are carried out in the public eye, is simply not 
appropriate absent a legitimate law enforcement justification. The Guidelines need to exhibit sufficient solicitude 
for constitutionally protected activity.

3.  Dangers of Profiling 

Permitting investigations without factual predicate and with limited supervisory involvement is overwhelmingly 
likely to lead to profiling176 on the basis of race, religion, ethnicity, national origin, or political belief. In the ab-
sence of constraints imposed by a standard such as reasonable suspicion or probable cause, FBI agents are now 
free, in many situations, to rely on their own discretion. As we have seen time and again, individuals permitted 
such discretion in making law enforcement decisions are influenced by their conscious or subconscious biases.177 
And this reliance on bias can lead to profiling. Historically, when law enforcement officials have been able to col-
lect intelligence on groups and individuals suspected—without any objective basis—of harboring ill will toward 
the U.S., the burden of that investigative activity has fallen on groups that espouse disfavored ideologies, minori-
ties, or others who are perceived as threatening.178

Justice Department officials have assured both Congress and the public that “department rules . . . forbid predi-
cating an investigation simply based on somebody’s race”179 or “solely for the purpose of monitoring activities pro-
tected by the First Amendment.”180 The question is not, however, whether investigative activity will be motivated 
by race, religion, national origin, or political belief alone. Problematic profiling consists not only of relying en-
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tirely on characteristics like race or religion, but of taking them into account, in the absence of any particularized 
suspicion indicating that such characteristics are relevant, and making law enforcement decisions based even in 
part on such factors. Reliance on that criteria—that an officer has engaged in racial profiling only when the single 
factor, i.e., race, religion, ethnicity, etc., is used to make a law enforcement decision—comes close to defining the 
problem of out existence. It would not prohibit many inappropriate uses of these characteristics. For instance, 
it would not prohibit an officer from making decisions based on two factors, such as ethnicity and gender, like 
investigating males of Arab descent because they are males of Arab descent. Nor would it bar decisions based on 
the use of race and place, such as pulling over black drivers in white neighborhoods because they are blacks in 
white neighborhoods.

Any meaningful restriction on the use of race, religion, national origin, or political belief would allow such 
characteristics to be taken into account only when there is some indication that they are relevant to a particular 
description of someone or some group engaged in particular criminal activities.  

Moreover, while Justice Department rules place some limits on the use of race only in traditional law enforcement 
activities, and they include an explicit exception for “law enforcement activities and other efforts to defend and 
safeguard against threats to national security.”181 Thus the new Guidelines do nothing to prevent allowing race to 
be considered as a factor in intelligence-collection activities, or in, for example, developing terrorist profiles.182

Because the new Guidelines do not preclude the use of race or re-
ligion as a factor, profiling on the basis of “race plus” or “religion 
plus” the activities listed above can expose a large population of 
innocent people to the invasion of privacy that comes with being 
subjected to an FBI preliminary investigation.  Indeed, as law en-
forcement officials told The Associated Press, “[a]mong the factors 
that could make someone the subject of an investigation is travel to 
regions of the world known for terrorist activity … along with the 

person’s race or ethnicity.”183 Thus, for example, every individual of Pakistani origin who travels to Pakistan to visit 
family members is at risk of being subjected to an FBI investigation merely on that basis.  So is every South Asian 
man who takes a photograph of the Brooklyn Bridge. 

Indeed, the DIOG explicitly envisions community mapping based on ethnicity.  Such activity is justified by the pos-
sibility that concentrations of certain ethnic communities provide an opportunity for “identified terrorist subjects 
from certain countries [to] relocate to blend in and avoid detection.”184 In other words, ethnic profiling is already an 
express part of agency policy.  

The profiling risk that the Guidelines pose is not limited to the factors of race, religion, ethnicity, or national ori-
gin. They also threaten expressive activity. Admittedly, the Guidelines preclude investigations solely for the purpose 
of monitoring activities protected by the First Amendment, and when investigations implicate First Amendment 
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rights, there are heightened notice and approval requirements.185 But these minimal precautions are insufficient to 
negate the Guidelines’ threat to expressive activity. After all, it is much easier to identify those who share the political 
beliefs or the religion of a particular group of terrorists than to identify and locate those actually plotting harm. It was 
thus the groups seen to espouse unpopular ideology who were the targets of FBI harassment and disruption during 
the Cold War. And, more recently, law enforcement officials have inappropriately surveilled, infiltrated, or collected 
information on anti-war protesters, anti-death penalty groups, and other political dissenters.186

 
Despite the government’s disavowal of Islam as the enemy, many of our post-9/11 counterterrorism efforts have 
focused on communities of people who happen to be Muslim, Arab, or South Asian. Many will argue that, because 
the terrorist threats with which we are most concerned emanate from those espousing an extremist misinterpretation 
of the Muslim faith, and because many of those hail from majority Arab or South Asian nations, counterterrorism 
efforts should focus on those groups or on those who come from countries with majority Muslim, Arab, or South 
Asian populations. But this means of “focusing” investigations is misplaced. To be sure, the threat posed by this sort 
of violent extremism is real, but in combating this threat we cannot indict the millions of law-abiding people who 
happen to be part of the communities from which the threat may emanate. In the past, law enforcement organiza-
tions have successfully policed groups engaged in organized violence—like the mafia or the KKK—without trench-
ing on the civil liberties of the entire Italian-American or Southern Christian communities.  They have also been able 
to focus on anti-abortion groups that sometimes resort to violence without infiltrating all Catholic and evangelical 
Christian churches, despite knowing that violent anti-abortion activists are often ideologically motivated. Of course 
the vast majority of Muslims are not terrorists. Consequently, any counterterrorism policy aimed at collecting infor-
mation from within those communities, in the absence of a factual predicate indicating that criminal or espionage-
related activity is ongoing, will be sweeping in massive amounts of information about law-abiding citizens.

There is general consensus that profiling is ineffective; nonetheless, law enforcement has engaged in several tactics 
targeted predominantly at the Muslim community as a whole, and with unfortunate effects. Indeed these many 
domestic anti-terror policies do not seem to have made us safer—in fact, the opposite might be true. In some cases, 
data collected under these programs remains unanalyzed, wasting countless man hours.  In other cases, the policies 
have simply undermined the relationship between the Muslim community and law enforcement, alienating the very 
people whose cooperation is most essential to effective counterterror efforts. 

Consider, for example, the many post-9/11 measures—some implemented by the FBI, others implemented by other 
government agencies—that were targeted directly at the whole Muslim community. In the days and months after 
the attack, thousands of individuals were subjected to interviews with the FBI.187 While the interviews were labeled 
as “voluntary,” they took place at the same time as widespread roundups and detentions of Muslim Middle Eastern-
ers. Interviewees therefore were likely to fear what might happen should they refuse to talk to government officials. 
Moreover, while the interviews did not directly concern immigration issues, an interviewee’s immigration status also 
could render an invitation to participate in a voluntary interview much more coercive than the label “voluntary” 
might indicate.188 All of these individuals were men hailing from countries with predominantly Muslim populations, 
even though they had no ties to terrorism and there was no basis to suspect such ties.189 
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The government also established a mandatory registration program, the National Security Entry-Exit Registra-
tion System (NSEERS), which required men over the age of 16 from about 25 countries—countries that have 
predominantly Muslim populations or are located in the Middle East190—to register with the federal govern-
ment, be photographed and fingerprinted, and periodically re-register. And in 2004, Operation Front Line, an 
effort to disrupt potential plots surrounding the presidential election, saw immigration officials target more than 
2,500 immigrants, 79% of whom were from Muslim-majority countries. These individuals were asked what they 
thought of America, whether violence was preached at their mosques, and whether they had access to biological 
or chemical weapons.191

And the Muslim Advocates’ study of the border-crossing experiences of members of the MASA community 
revealed what seems to be a pattern of intrusive questioning by customs agents regarding individuals’ religious 
practices, political views, and charitable giving, as well as searches of their electronic devices.192

The Mukasey Guidelines and the accompanying DIOG both extend to the FBI even more investigative discre-
tion than it enjoyed in the aftermath of 9/11 and seem to embrace certain forms of religion- or ethnicity-based 
decisionmaking. The likelihood of investigative activity focused disproportionately on discrete racial, ethnic, 
religious, or political groups—such as MASA communities or political dissenters—is significant.

The likelihood of a return on the investment of resources such a policy represents is low. At the same time, the 
costs it imposes are quite high.

Again the post-9/11 programs are illustrative. Two years after the FBI conducted its “voluntary” interview pro-
gram, neither DOJ nor FBI had bothered to analyze the data collected in the interviews and had no plans to do 
so.193 According to agents, the interviews were a waste of time and “produced exactly no useful information.”194 In 
the two years after 9/11, the NSEERS program registered over 83,000 individuals, sought out 8,000 men of Arab 
and Muslim descent for FBI interviews, and placed more than 5,000 foreign nationals in preventive detention.   
Of those thousands of individuals, not one was convicted of a terrorist crime; the government discontinued the 
mandatory periodic re-registration element due to its inefficiency.198 And the 2004 Operation Front Line effort 
to disrupt potential plots surrounding the presidential election failed to yield actionable information. None of 
those interrogated were charged with national security offenses; the offenses that were charged were largely im-
migration violations.199 Together, these initiatives represented a massive investment of law enforcement resources 
in unpredicated investigative activities that yielded negligible security gain.

These failures should come as no surprise.  Instrumental objections to racial profiling as a law enforcement strat-
egy are legion and well-documented.200 And the Justice Department itself has acknowledged that racial profiling 
does not work.201 There are, of course, extreme examples of failed efforts to use profiling as a law enforcement tool.  
For example, “the FBI sifted through customer data collected by San Francisco-area grocery stores in 2005 and 
2006, hoping that sales records of Middle Eastern food would lead to Iranian terrorists.”202 But there is general 
consensus among experts that even less extreme versions of racial, ethnic, or religious profiling are also ill-advised. 
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In fact, in the wake of 9/11, a group of senior U.S. intelligence specialists warned against using such profiling as 
a means of combating terrorism.203 One of them noted that “fundamentally, believing that you can achieve safety 
by looking at characteristics instead of behaviors is silly.”204

Even assuming that an accurate racial, ethnic, religious, or political profile could be generated for some crimes—a 
dubious proposition—aspiring criminals could simply adapt to the profile, exploiting it to evade detection. In 
the context of terrorism, would-be perpetrators anticipate and work around profiling practices, choosing “front 
men” who do not fit the profile. For example, the perpetrators of terrorist plots against Israeli air passengers have 
included, among others, a heavily pregnant Irishwoman (herself an unwitting courier), Japanese men, and a Ni-
caraguan.205 Similarly, suicide bomb plotters in Israel have adjusted to profiling by selecting women and children 
as bombers and by disguising bombers in secular or even Orthodox Jewish clothing.206 And FBI Director Mueller 
has recognized that “the threat from radicalization has evolved …. A number of [recent] disruptions occurred 
involving extremists from a diverse set of backgrounds, geographic locations, life experiences, and motivating fac-
tors.”207 In other words, there is no such thing as a terrorist “profile.”

The ineffectiveness of profiling as a law enforcement tactic (not to mention the constitutional problems it raises208) 
led the Justice Department to ban the use of race as a factor in determining whether and whom to investigate 
in the general criminal context. The Department’s prohibition, however, does not extend to other aspects of 
minority status, such as religion or political ideology; nor does it apply to “law enforcement activities and other 
efforts to defend and safeguard against threats to national security or the integrity of the Nation’s borders.”209 
The national security exemption, in particular, is a puzzling one. While one might argue about whether national 
security justifies the individual indignities imposed by profiling, the Justice Department has never explained why 
national security justifies using a technique that the agency itself describes as ineffective. In any event, the new 
Guidelines, which cover criminal investigations as well as national security and domestic intelligence collection, 
leave the door to profiling wide open.

Reliance on racial, ethnic, religious, or political profiling is not only ineffective; it is also affirmatively counterpro-
ductive in several respects. First, profiling can waste resources210 by allocating money and manpower inefficiently.211 
Relatedly, when law enforcement officials focus on traits like race or religion, they are more likely to overlook signs 
that actually do indicate heightened likelihood of criminal intent.212 The shortcut that profiling may seem to provide 
is simply no substitute for the investigation of substantive leads indicating possible criminal or terrorist activity.

Profiling on the basis of race, religion, or ethnicity also harms counter-terrorism efforts by alienating MASA com-
munities in the U.S. In discussing racial profiling of African Americans, the Justice Department has warned of 
“a strong connection between perceptions of race-based stops by police and animosity toward local and state law 
enforcement.” Such animosity, in turn, makes individuals less inclined to report crimes and suspicious activity; 
to answer police inquiries and testify as witnesses; to affirmatively come forward with evidence; and to serve as 
impartial, open-minded jurors. 
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The need for healthy police-community relations is especially strong in counterterrorism work. To foil potential 
attacks, law enforcement needs accurate tips. Such tips are most likely to come from “people who live in the com-
munities where sleeper cells reside and can tell authorities who’s new in a neighborhood and who seems to have 
income without holding a job.”214 A recent example comes from the case of five Washington, D.C.-area Muslim 
men arrested in Pakistan on suspicion of traveling there to join al Qaeda. It was the men’s families who alerted 
authorities when they became suspicious of their sons’ activities.215 And the prosecutions of the so-called “Lack-
awanna Six” came only after “Lackawanna’s Yemeni community itself brought the men to the FBI’s attention.”216 

Successful counterterrorism policy thus requires forging a cooperative relationship with communities likely to 
learn of impending terrorist plots.217 Such a cooperative relationship can exist only if there is confidence on the 
part of the relevant communities that the means of investigating, disrupting, and prosecuting terrorist activity are 
legitimate, without bias, and consistent with due process of law.218 

By broadly targeting the very people most likely to be able to help, however, the FBI destroys this confidence, 
sowing the seeds of distrust and contentiousness rather than cooperation and partnership.219 Profiling thus inter-
feres with law enforcement agents’ essential task of developing relationships with the communities they police. 

FBI Director Mueller denies that the new Guidelines have this 
effect, but there is significant evidence to the contrary. Distrust 
of law enforcement, along with the government’s practice of us-
ing preliminary interviews as a basis for later pressure to act as 
an informant or even as the basis for criminal charges, has led 
many community groups to “strongly urge individuals not to 
speak with law enforcement officials without the presence or 
advice of an attorney.”220 And the infiltration of mosques has 
caused increased tension nationwide between Muslim commu-
nities and law enforcement, leading several Muslim groups to 
threaten to suspend most contacts with the FBI over the issue.221 
Several recent investigations where informers have infiltrated 
mosques and promoted terror plots “have sown a corrosive fear” 
among many Muslims “that F.B.I. informers are everywhere, lis-
tening.”222 And the use of informants in mosques in Southern 

California has “frayed relations between the FBI and Muslims” to the point that one Muslim community leader 
observed that “people cannot be suspects and partners at the same time.”223 An empirical study of the Muslim-
American community in New York indicates that the tendency to withdraw cooperation with law enforcement 
based on perceptions of profiling is not merely anecdotal but represents a community-wide trend.224 Perhaps it is 
no coincidence that the families who reported their suspicions regarding their missing sons hail from the jurisdic-
tion of the FBI’s Washington field office, which has engaged in productive outreach to the local Muslim and Arab 
communities, meeting with leaders, fielding questions, and participating in community activities.225 
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So in the absence of sufficient oversight and accountability mechanisms in place to curtail inappropriate use of 
factors such as race, religion, national origin, or political opinion, investigators’ efforts to detect terrorist plots 
could be less effective under the new Guidelines. Conversely, requiring more tailored collection of information 
based on factual predicates could increase the likelihood that the government will identify and obtain informa-
tion that is actually effective in preventing terrorist activity.

Profiling has other negative effects as well. Religious or ethnic profiling imposes significant social burdens 
on the profiled community. It causes humiliation, feeds “social opprobrium that leads to hate crimes”226 and 
discrimination, and perpetuates racial inequality. It sends the message to minorities that they are viewed at 
all times as potential criminals; that they are not valued members of society; and that they cannot rely on the 
police for protection.227 This message risks breeding anger, cynicism, and lack of respect for government more 
generally.228 As one report put it, “[o]ver the long term, [racial profiling] leaves persons of color with a sense 
of powerlessness, hostility, and anger.”229 Moreover, profiling that targets minorities exaggerates any differences 
that do exist between that community and the population at large. Significantly higher rates of minority inter-
action with law enforcement perpetuate and exacerbate inequality, negative stereotypes about minorities, and 
discrimination and violence based on these stereotypes.230 No community should be singled out and burdened 
with the consequences that flow from being treated as if its members are more likely to engage in criminal or 
terrorist activity.  

4.  Risks of Excessive Collection 

Effective crime and terrorism prevention is not necessarily aided by the collection of more information; it is 
aided by the collection of more of the right information, and the tools to analyze that information effectively. If 
increased investigative discretion and the expansion of unfocused investigative activities results in crowding gov-
ernment databases with irrelevant information, it could render investigative efforts less effective.

Take the Guidelines’ permissiveness regarding the collection of information at the assessment stage. Allowing the 
FBI to target for investigation people for whom there is no factual predicate of criminal activity or threatening 
behavior increases the amount of information, already vast, that the Bureau will collect. This, in turn, increases 
the raw material that analysts and agents must examine and analyze.  According to FBI Director Mueller, “the FBI 
receives well over 100 different feeds of criminal and terrorist data from a variety of sources.”231 Consequently, “[i]t 
is a great challenge to ensure that intelligence analysts are able to efficiently understand and analyze the enormous 
volume of information they receive.”232 Yet a recent Inspector General report noted that the Bureau had failed to 
review “significant amounts” of wiretapped phone calls and intercepted emails, in part due to a lack of qualified 
translators.233 Even useful information can only further our security interests if we devote the time and resources to 
effective analysis—a task that increases in difficulty as the volume of information rises. Resources might be better 
allocated to more analysis capacity, rather than more (over)collection.
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Note that high profile “intelligence failures” have, as a rule, resulted not from the lack of information, but from the in-
ability to effectively process that information. Consider the recent Christmas Day bombing attempt aboard flight 253 
from Amsterdam to Detroit. Government agencies were in possession of all of the pieces of information necessary to 
have detected and prevented the bombing plot.234 But intelligence agencies were unsuccessful in “connecting the dots” 
or in moving aggressively to identify the threat posed to the U.S. homeland by Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula.235 
Similarly, while some have cited the 9/11 attacks as a justification for expanding the executive’s information-gathering 
authorities, the failure of U.S. intelligence and law enforcement agencies to detect and prevent the 9/11 plot also re-
sulted, in part, from their failure to examine or follow up on information that they had already collected. 236 

Another stark example of this phenomenon comes from across the Atlantic. A government report about the investiga-
tion into the British subway bombings of July 7, 2005, revealed that two of the attack’s perpetrators had been on law 
enforcement’s radar prior to the bombings.237 In fact, the mastermind of the plot, Mohammed Sidique Khan, had 
crossed paths with British law enforcement on multiple occasions dating back to 1993.238 Khan and a co-plotter, She-
hzad Tanweer, had been identified as “desirable” targets of further investigation and had surfaced four times during an 
investigation into a plot to detonate fertilizer bombs in the U.K.239 But due to a lack of resources, the U.K. police never 
followed up on the men. In fact, “resources were so stretched agents could not even assess whether ‘desireable’ targets 
should be examined in more detail.”240 The lesson is clear: if limited investigative resources are diverted into massive, 
untargeted surveillance efforts—as appears to have been the case in Great Britain241—fewer man hours are available to 
pursue leads turned up during other investigations or to analyze information already in the government’s possession.242  

These examples illustrate that the FBI’s investment of time, energy, and resources might be more fruitfully spent on 
efforts to remedy the problems identified by the White House review of the Christmas Day incident—better coordina-
tion among elements of the intelligence community; improving information technology capabilities; and ensuring a 
comprehensive, functioning process for tracking terrorist threat reporting.243 

B. operational Considerations Do Not Justify the 2008 Changes 

Given the possible harms associated with the authorities the Mukasey Guidelines bestow on the FBI, the onus should 
be on the Bureau to make a particularly strong case to justify such changes. After all, as the 9/11 Commission noted, 
“[t]he burden of proof for retaining a particular governmental power should be on the executive, to explain (a) that the 
power actually materially enhances security and (b) that there is adequate supervision of the executive’s use of the pow-
ers to ensure protection of civil liberties.”244 In the case of the Mukasey Guidelines, the executive has thus far failed to 
make either case. The Justice Department has offered several reasons that the Guidelines were changed, some of which 
contradict one another, and none of which is persuasive.  

On the one hand, the Justice Department has downplayed the extent to which the Guidelines expand the FBI’s pow-
ers.  Changes to the general crimes and criminal intelligence investigations sections have been described as merely the 
“eliminat[ion of] the artificial distinctions in the way surveillance may be conducted under different sets of guide-
lines.”245 FBI Director Mueller assured Congress that “the new guidelines are not designed to give the FBI any broad 
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new authorities. The guidelines remove the last vestige of the wall separating criminal and national security matters.”246 
And in describing the Guidelines’ domestic-intelligence-collection provisions, former Attorney General Mukasey noted 
that “this authorization isn’t new; the FBI has long had the authority to collect intelligence in the United States.”247 Some 
government officials have even claimed that these Guidelines extend no new powers to the Bureau at all.  In a media 
briefing, a senior DOJ official proclaimed that “[w]e’re not getting any new power. . . . There’s no new power there. . . . 
[T]his is not a new power that the FBI has been given . . . that we didn’t previously have.”248 

At best, these claims fail to tell the whole story. Take, for example, the FBI’s position regarding the three most con-
troversial tactics permitted under the Mukasey Guidelines’ “assessments.”249 The FBI has claimed that, under the pre-
2008 Guidelines (i.e., the Ashcroft Guidelines), it could use pretext interviews, conduct physical surveillance, and task 
informants at the “assessment” level in the general crimes context but not in the national security context.250 The con-
sequence, according to FBI officials, was that it could use these techniques to determine whether someone was selling 
drugs at a bar, but not whether someone was raising money for Hezbollah at this same bar.251  

But this claim mischaracterizes the Ashcroft Guidelines. There is no “assessment” level in those Guidelines. There are 
preliminary inquiries or full investigations, each of which requires some factual predicate.252 And there is the “prompt 
and extremely limited checking out of initial leads,” which was the only level of activity that can take place in the ab-
sence of a predicate.253 It is possible that this “extremely limited” checking of leads might have been interpreted to permit 
the sort of techniques at issue here, if it were not for a second crucial fact about the Ashcroft Guidelines: They explicitly 
prohibited both pretext interviews and physical surveillance absent supervisory authorization at the preliminary inquiry 
stage.254 Thus the FBI claimed to have the power under the Ashcroft Guidelines at a non-existent “assessment” level to 
use tactics that actually required both supervisory approval and some information indicating the possibility of criminal 
activity. “Threat assessments” were permitted in the Ashcroft era under the 2003 National Security Investigation 
Guidelines, but by the FBI’s own admission, the techniques at issue here were prohibited in those assessments.255 

Moreover, this first justification for amending the Guidelines—that they do not work any significant change in 
the FBI’s authorities—is belied by a second justification that these same government officials have offered for the 
changes: that the current Guidelines provide tools necessary to the FBI’s newly emphasized preventive role.256 If the 
Guidelines truly provide no new authorities to the FBI, how do they aid in prevention in ways that the Ashcroft 
Guidelines did not? Indeed, the Ashcroft Guidelines already emphasized prevention as a “central mission,” and in-
cluded several provisions aimed at empowering and enabling this element of the FBI’s activities.257 In asserting that 
the Mukasey Guidelines are necessary for terrorism prevention, the Bureau makes no mention of how its activities 
were unacceptably constrained by the Ashcroft Guidelines, which were drafted for the same purpose and envision 
many of the same practices. 

The FBI also argues that the Mukasey Guidelines are necessary to remedy the flaws in the FBI’s procedures that con-
tributed to the failure to discover the 9/11 plot. In making this argument at a congressional hearing, FBI Director 
Mueller cited the now-well-known Phoenix Memo, a memo drafted by an FBI agent in Phoenix, Arizona, warning 
of risks posed by Middle Eastern men enrolling in flight training school.258 The memo, however, hardly illustrates a 
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lack of information-gathering capacity by the FBI. The memo was unsuccessful in preventing 9/11 not because 
it contained insufficient information, but because managers at FBI headquarters, the Osama Bin Ladin unit, 
and the New York field office failed to review or act on it prior to 9/11. Even if the memo had received more 
attention, there is of course no guarantee that the 9/11 plot would have been derailed. But the very existence 
of the memo shows that the FBI was entirely capable, even under the Reno-era Guidelines, of collecting the 
information necessary to safeguard against at least some terrorist attacks.

While multiple investigations into the causes of the 9/11 attacks identified flaws in the FBI’s use and handling 
of intelligence leading up to 9/11,59 none of those flaws was the result of overly restrictive FBI investigative 
Guidelines. The problem was not an inability to collect necessary information; it was a failure to effectively and 
efficiently manage, share, or analyze the information already collected. This problem might justify consolidat-
ing responsibilities for crime-prevention and intelligence-collection within the FBI, or encouraging increased 
coordination between the FBI and other government agencies. But it does not justify the expansion of investi-
gative authority contained in the Mukasey Guidelines. 

Another proffered justification for the Mukasey Guidelines is that a consolidation of multiple sets of Guide-
lines and a harmonization of their rules was necessary to resolve inconsistencies and to reduce confusion among 
agents.260 According to this argument, an investigation is an investigation, and the rules should not differ de-
pending on whether the investigation is conducted in order to solve a crime or to gather intelligence. 

But the Guidelines were developed to require different standards in different contexts for a reason. The purpose 
for which an investigation is initiated, the amount of evidence that the feared harm is imminent, the possible 
harm involved—all are arguably relevant to what sort of action the FBI should be permitted to take. In short, 
context matters.  And a one-size-fits-all investigative approach, while appealing for its administrative simplic-
ity, is not the way to pursue all of the FBI’s many goals—solving crimes, preventing crimes, protecting civil 
liberties, collecting valuable foreign intelligence—most effectively.  

Take, for example, the difference between investigations of general crimes and criminal-intelligence investiga-
tions.  Investigations of general crimes tend to end with a decision to prosecute or not to prosecute. As the 
Guidelines historically have acknowledged, they are consequently more circumscribed in scope and tend to be 
shorter in duration than intelligence investigations.261 In intelligence investigations of criminal organizations, 
by contrast,

the organization provides a life and continuity of operation that are not normally found in a 
regular criminal activity. As a consequence, these investigations may continue for several years. 
Furthermore, the focus of such investigations ‘may be less precise than that directed against 
more conventional types of crime. . . . For this reason the investigation is broader and less 
discriminate than usual.’”262
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Accordingly, durational limits on general crimes inves-
tigations have been shorter than those for intelligence  
investigations.  

Similarly, earlier iterations of the Guidelines precluded the use 
of preliminary inquiries in the criminal intelligence context, 
requiring evidence to reach the level of a “reasonable indica-
tion” of relevant activity before permitting the FBI to initiate 
investigative activity. This distinction is sensible when viewed 

in context. General crimes investigations have a close nexus to the commission of a particular crime. In-
telligence investigations, on the other hand, are more undefined; there is no specific crime “to provide a 
framework for the investigation,”263 which increases the risk that they will be undertaken without sufficient 
basis or will include information about law-abiding citizens.

Moreover, general crimes investigations are conducted with relative transparency, whereas intelligence investi-
gations are, as a rule, conducted in secret. Exposing the ways in which a power is exercised provides a natural 
check on its abuse. This natural check exists in the criminal context in ways that it does not for intelligence 
investigations. Introducing evidence secured through a wiretap or a “sneak and peek” search in a criminal trial 
provides an opportunity for the validity of that wiretap and that search to be challenged by a criminal defen-
dant. The target of a wiretap or a search in an intelligence investigation, on the other hand, may never even 
know about the investigation, much less have a chance to challenge its legitimacy.  

Consider the 2004 incident in which an FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force requested grand jury subpoenas to be issued 
to Drake University and several anti-war protesters seeking records regarding the purpose of and attendance at an 
anti-war gathering that had taken place on the Drake campus.264 When news of the subpoena became public, the 
ensuing outrage prompted the subpoenas to be withdrawn.265 By contrast, when the government requests informa-
tion as part of an intelligence investigation, through NSLs or so-called “business records” requests, “[n]o person shall 
disclose to any other person” the fact that the request was made.265 Only the recipient of such requests can challenge 
their legitimacy. Publicity can provide no check on misuse of the power. Notably, in each instance in which an NSL 
has been challenged, it has been withdrawn.267

Under the circumstances of intelligence investigations, keeping the FBI on a tighter rein, avoiding a free-ranging 
investigation before there is a reasonable indication of criminal activity, represents a logical precaution and reduces 
the risk that law-abiding Americans will be subject to undue intrusions into their privacy. As one intelligence expert 
put it, “[b]ecause the safeguards against overreaching or abuse are weaker in intelligence operations than they are in 
criminal investigations, powers granted for intelligence investigations should be no broader or more inclusive than is 
absolutely necessary” and they “should be accompanied by rigorous oversight by Congress, and where appropriate, 
by the courts.”268 The fact that a particular activity under a particular level of supervision is permitted in the criminal 
context is thus not necessarily justification for employing that same tactic in the intelligence-collection context.
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Of course, some investigations might appropriately be labeled as falling under more than one investigative category. 
Investigations into an international terrorist organization’s U.S. activities, for example, would qualify as a foreign 
intelligence, criminal intelligence, and general crimes investigation all at once. In such circumstances, the FBI should 
have the discretion and flexibility to employ the framework that most makes sense given the facts of the case. But the 
simple fact that some investigations might transcend an easy label is no reason to jettison merely for convenience’s 
sake the rules that developed—for good reasons—to apply different standards in different contexts. 

The alleged differences among various sets of guidelines have also been described as “problematic from a com-
pliance standpoint.”269 In other words, rather than teach agents to operate in compliance with existing guide-
lines, the guidelines should be changed to make compliance easier.  

It is certainly true that the FBI has a history of spotty compliance with the rules to which it is subjected. From 
the use of confidential informants to National Security Letters and beyond, the FBI has shown time and again 
that it struggles to comply with restrictions imposed upon it. A 2005 report by the Justice Department’s Inspec-
tor General, for example, revealed that agents failed to secure the proper authorization for the use of confidential 
informants270 and the initiation or extension of investigations,271 and failed to maintain the required documenta-
tion regarding agents’ visits to public gatherings and events. 272 A 2007 internal review of the FBI’s use of National 
Security Letters (NSLs) unearthed a host of problems, including erroneous reports to Congress regarding the use 
of NSLs,273 the fact that 22 of 77 files examined contained violations of the rules governing NSLs,274 and the fact 
that the FBI circumvented requirements of NSL authorities or issued NSLs in violation of FBI policy and the 
Attorney General’s guidelines for FBI National Security Investigations.275 More recently, the Inspector General 
issued a scathing report documenting the FBI’s systemic use of unlawful means of acquiring thousands of tele-
phone records over the course of several years, as well as its “ineffective” post hoc efforts to justify this breach of 
law and policy.276 And a September 2010 report from the Inspector General, prompted by media reports suggest-
ing that the FBI had targeted organizations for investigation on the basis of First-Amendment-protected activity 
found “troubling” results. While not motivated by groups’ expressive activities, across a range of investigations, 
agents improperly collected and retained information; initiated investigations with insufficient justification; and 
labeled as “terrorism investigations”—thereby making available additional powers—matters having nothing to do 
with what most Americans would consider terrorism.277 On several occasions they also permitted investigations 
to continue far beyond the point at which they should have been closed, improperly keeping the targets of these 
investigations on watch lists, allowing the government to track their travel and investigate their associates, for 
years.278 And most recently, the Inspector General reported the agents cheated on the exam designed to test their 
knowledge of the rules by which they must comply.279

The solution to compliance problems, however, is not to eliminate the rules that are being broken. It is true 
that guidelines imposing minimal constraints are more likely to produce stellar compliance levels. But recall 
that in the pre-Guidelines era an unfettered, unconstrained FBI embarked on surveillance, intelligence, and 
investigative activities so objectionable that Congress nearly enacted statutory limits. It was these types of 
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abuses that the Guidelines were imposed to prevent, and it is the risk of these types of abuses that continues to 
demand meaningful Guidelines. Indeed, if the FBI can be expected to continue its tendency to operate beyond 
the scope of its authorities from time to time, all the more reason to tailor those authorities as narrowly as 
possible. The FBI’s history of overreaching in the course of well-intentioned efforts to fight crime and protect 
national security argues for more robust constraints, not fewer.  As one member of Congress put it when as-
sured by FBI Director Mueller that the FBI would not abuse the authorities extended to it, “We understand 
your assurances. We’ve heard them before. And that is why we are skeptical.”280 

With regard to the specific complaint that different standards for different types of investigations causes confusion 
among agents, the response is simple: law enforcement officials operate under different standards depending on 
the investigative context in all manner of ways. They may make a felony arrest in a public place with no warrant, 
but they must secure a warrant to make an arrest inside a home.281 When arresting the driver of a car, they may 
search the car’s interior, but they may not search the trunk unless they have probable cause to do so.282 Officers 
may enter a private home with no warrant when exigent circumstances require it, but not under normal circum-
stances.283 All of these rules—and many, many more imposed on the activities of law enforcement officers by 
statute or by the Constitution—obligate officers to learn the rules and apply them to different factual situations. 
If agents feel they need legal advice to execute this obligation, they should be encouraged or required to work in 
tandem with the appropriate U.S. Attorney’s office, as they often do in run-of-the-mill criminal investigations. 
The existence of circumstance-based distinctions in the Guidelines for the FBI’s investigative activity should not 
pose an insurmountable practical obstacle to effective law enforcement.
  
One reason offered by the former Attorney General for the changes in Guidelines is, however, spot-on. “These 
new guidelines,” said Michael Mukasey, will “reflect that the FBI is an intelligence agency.”284 In short, the FBI 
wants the authority—the freedom—to collect, at will, all available information, using an arsenal of highly intru-
sive investigative tools. In that regard, it seeks to eliminate any “distinction in the Bureau between law enforce-
ment and intelligence.”285 This authority may be sought for the most noble of purposes, to protect our Nation 
from threats to its security. But in granting this power without sufficient constraints on its use, we forget the 
lessons of history and expose ourselves to equally ominous threats: threats to our freedom, to our privacy, and 
to the values that make the Nation worth defending. This was the conclusion of the Church Committee faced 
with the Cold War’s threat of nuclear holocaust in 1976. Our conclusion today, faced with the threat of extremist 
violence, should be no different.
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ReCommendaTIons

The dearth of information available regarding the FBI’s implementation of the Guidelines and their effectiveness, 
the risks to civil liberties described in this report, and concerns regarding the stringency of FBI oversight call for 
some revisions. In order to know more about the use and efficacy of the Guidelines and to guard against the risks 
that they pose, the Attorney General and Congress, in consultation with other stakeholders,286 should consider 
two types of modifications to the Guidelines.  

Oversight Recommendations

Both Congress and the Justice Department should act to ensure vigorous oversight of the Guidelines’ use. There 
must be meaningful internal and external checks on the vast powers the FBI have been granted. The following 
recommendations would accomplish this goal:

1.  Restore the requirements of prior approval for initiating, conducting, and continuing or extending investigations, 
as well as durational limits on investigations to the Guidelines. 

	 •		The	FBI’s	history	proves	that,	even	acting	in	good	faith	and	with	the	best	of	intentions,	FBI	agents	
will not infrequently venture beyond the limits of their powers.  

	 •		Since	the	Guidelines	inception,	they	have	relied	on	prior	authorization	requirements	and	durational	
limits to guard against the risk of improper use of investigations or investigative techniques. In jettison-
ing these safeguards, the 2008 Guidelines increase both the likelihood and frequency of violations.

2. Require records of prior approval to be in writing and kept on record.
	 •		A	recordkeeping	requirement	both	encourages	better	compliance	with	supervisory	approval	obligations	

and creates a data trail to facilitate internal and external reviews of the FBI’s use of its authorities.

3.  Implement a robust system of oversight and review of the Guidelines’ implementation and efficacy within 
the Justice Department.  

	 •		Under	the	Patriot	Act	reauthorizations	in	2005,	the	Department	of	Justice	Office	of	the	Inspector	
General (OIG) is required to review “the effectiveness and use, including any improper or illegal 
use, of national security letters issued by the Department of Justice.”287 

	 •		A	similar	requirement	should	be	enacted	for	review	of	the	Guidelines.	The	Department	of	Jus-
tice Inspector General—in consultation with the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board—
should prepare and release annually a report about how the Guidelines are being used. The 
Inspector General must be given full access to all relevant information, as well as the authority 
to interview FBI officials.  

	 •		Like	the	NSL	audits,	the	report	should	include	“an	examination	of	the	use”	of	the	Guidelines;	
“a description of any noteworthy facts or circumstances, including any improper or illegal use” 
of Guidelines’ authorities; and “an examination of the effectiveness of the Guidelines,” including 
the importance of the information acquired, the manner such information is collected, retained, 

III.
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analyzed, and disseminated, whether and how often the Department of Justice used such infor-
mation either to produce an analytical intelligence product or in criminal  proceedings, and how 
often each investigative technique was employed.288 

	 •		Note	that	OIG	review	of	the	FBI’s	use	of	NSLs	has	been	extraordinarily	effective	in	identifying	viola-
tions and recommending means to avoid such violations in the future.

	 •		A	classified	version	of	this	report	should	be	made	available	to	all	Members	of	Congress;	a	public	ver-
sion that provides aggregate numbers should also be released.

4.  Congressional Review.
	 •		Congress	also	should	exercise	vigorously	its	oversight	authority	to	police	the	FBI’s	use	of	ts	authori-

ties. Congress has multiple tools at its disposal to do so. It can hold oversight hearings—in fact, 
congressional committees regularly hold hearings related to oversight of the FBI. The use and ef-
fectiveness of the Guidelines should figure more prominently in those hearings, or separate hearings 
should be scheduled. Congress also could choose to task the General Accounting Office (GAO) with 
responsibility for conducting audits of the FBI’s use of the Guidelines. While the GAO has statutory 
authority to access data, documents, and personnel, the FBI is not always entirely cooperative.289 FBI 
officials must insist that employees cooperate fully with any congressional or GAO reviews.

Substantive Recommendations

Regardless of what additional procedural protections are implemented, some elements of the FBI’s existing pow-
ers simply permit too much government intrusion into the lives of innocent Americans and therefore should be 
curtailed in the following ways:  

1.  Prohibit the FBI from using highly intrusive investigative techniques unless there is some basis in fact to  
suspect wrongdoing.290

	 •		This	would	prohibit	 tailing	 someone,	posing	as	other	people	 in	order	 to	mine	 information	 from	
neighbors and acquaintances, and recruiting informants to glean more information in the absence 
of some factual basis for suspicion.  

	 •		This	 prohibition,	 summarily	 overturned	 by	 the	 2008	Guidelines,	 was	 enshrined	 in	 all	 previous	
iterations of the Guidelines for decades. It is the single most important safeguard against profiling 
and other forms of abuse, and the government has offered no persuasive justification for its sudden 
disappearance.

2.  Require agents to use the least intrusive investigative technique that is likely to prove effective.
	 •		The	“least	 intrusive	method”	 requirement	has	been	part	 of	 the	Guidelines	 since	 their	 inception.	

The current, equivocal language on this requirement in the Guidelines and the DIOG should be 
amended to stress its importance, even in terrorism investigations. 
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3.  Prohibit improper consideration of race, religion, ethnicity, national origin, or First-Amendment-protected 
activity in investigative decisions. 

	 •		Addressing	this	issue	is	most	urgent	in	the	context	of	rules	regarding	use	of	informants	to	collect	infor-
mation about First-Amendment-protected activity, such as infiltration of a place of worship or political 
gathering. Such activities should require higher levels of predication and more aggressive oversight of 
investigative decisions than activities that do not implicate Americans’ constitutional rights. 

	 •		Even	outside	the	First	Amendment	context,	however,	reform	is	necessary.		One	standard	to	consider	
was recently implemented by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (DNI). The stan-
dard for use in the DNI’s Information Sharing Environment (ISE)-Suspicious Activity Reporting 
(SAR) system adopts a “behavior-focused approach to identifying suspicious activity” based on the 
standard announced in Terry v. Ohio,291 392 U.S. 1 (1968). It requires that “race, ethnicity, national 
origin, or religious affiliation should not be considered as factors that create suspicion (except if used 
as part of a specific suspect description).”292 This type of limitation on the use of these factors to 
justify law enforcement activity is crucial.

CoNCLuSIoN

The time to act is now—before the Guidelines result in widespread and unwarranted intrusions into Americans’ 
privacy, harmful religious and ethnic profiling, and the divergence of scarce resources to ineffective and indis-
criminate collection of information. 

The changes recommended above will go a long way to reduce the risk of excesses that the current Guidelines per-
mit. They would reinvigorate the substantive standards on which investigative activity should be predicated and 
would ensure that intrusive investigative methods are used only when necessary. And they would impose internal 
and external checks to guarantee the lawful, effective use of the powers conferred on federal agents. In short, they 
would safeguard Americans’ rights of privacy, free expression, association, and religion as well as help to focus 
investigative activity where there are indications of threats. The result will be a safer, more just America. 
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